مصر في عيون المرشد السياحي
مكتبة المرشد السياحي الضخمة
I.4: Prahotep A, Vizier
24. Stela, Cairo J.19775; canopic, Brussels E.5901.

I.5: Prahotep B, Vizier
25. Delta, Memphis: Munich G1.287; Cairo J.48845; Saqqara; BM.183.
26. Sedment, statuary, stela, tomb, burial-goods CGC.605; sarcophagus; base; Cairo J.47001; Philadelphia Inv.15413; various fragments - columns, lintel, scenes, stelae, naos, base, shrine, canopic; Chicago 1736.
27. Abydos: Mar., Cat.1138; Boston MFA.03.1891; C.J.32024.
28. Other Statuary: Aberdeen 1393; BM.712; Villa Melzi.
29. Subordinates: Nebuhotep, Tjay

30. I.6: [...Jmy, Vizier: statue-group, Sedment

Category II: Viceroy of Nubia
32. II.1: Amenemope, Viceroy
33. II.2: Iuny, Viceroy: Cairo J.34620; Abu Simbel 10.

II.3: Hekanakht, Viceroy
34. Lower Nubia, N.: Aswan, Amada, graffiti; Quban.
35. Lower Nubia, S.: Abu Simbel 17; Aksha, Serra.
36. Upper Nubia: Amarah W., lintels, jamb; Abri.

II.4: Paser, Viceroy
39. Abu Simbel, rock-stelae 1, 11, 14

II.5: Huy, Viceroy
40. 1st Cataract: Aswan, Sehel, graffiti
41. 2nd Cataract: Buhen, Jamb, lintel; Berlin 17332

II.6: Setau, Viceroy
42. Thebes: BM.556, 78; Tomb 289; UMP stela; shabtis.
43. Upper Egypt: Abydos, El-Kab (with CGC.885); K. el-Ahmar
44. Aswan, Sehel, graffiti
45. Gerf Husein, epigraphs, statuary (with Berlin 2283).
46. W. es-Sebua, Stelae I-XII of Setau & Colleagues
47. W. es-Sebua, Temple of Ramesses II, doorways
48. W. es-Sebua, Statuary & Wife's Stela
49. W. es-Sebua, rock-inscription
50. Amada Temple, restoration-text & graffiti
51. Tomas, Tonqaleh, graffiti & stela
52. Ellemiyeh chapel, stela & graffiti
53. Qasr Ibrim, Shrine No.2: lintel & scenes
54. Abu Simbel, Yr.38 Double-stela; Faras, niche.
Contents

7. Sai, stela S.103 110-111
8. Miscellanea: CGC.950; Berlin 2287; BM.33921; UMP. 111-112
9. II.7: Anhotep, Viceroy: Tomb 300; shabti (MMA). 112
10. II.8: Unidentified Viceroys: Abu Simbel 15; jamb. 112-113

Category III: Colleagues & Subordinates of the Viceroys

A. Troop-Commanders of Kush
1. III.1: Pennepsuttawy: Tomb 156; Buhen, lintel. 113-114
2. III.2: Nakht-Min: Tomb 282, knob: Aswan, Biga, graffiti. 115
3. III.3: Anhurnakht: Sehel, graffiti; Aniba, stela. 116
4. III.4: May: Abu Simbel, 5b. 116

B. Deputies in Wawat & Kush
5. III.5: Hatiay (-): W. Allaqi 36 117
6. III.6: Harnakht (Kush): Amarah W., Abri, Sai. 117-118
7. III.7: Harnakht (Wawat): Aniba; Abu Simbel 18a. 118
8. III.8: Sebakhau (Nubia): Amarah W., jamb. 119

C. Other High Officials
9. III.9: Haremhab, fanbearer & x: Buhen, stela. 119

D. Lesser Staff of Viceregal Regime
10. III.10: Paiukhered, servant: Avignon, inv.11 119-120
11. III.11: Pennepsuttawy, table-scribe: Louvre stela 120
12. III.12: Nebneteru, scribe: Hindaw-Tonqaleh, graffiti. 121
13. III.13: Kha, scribe: Tonqaleh; Abu Simbel 5a. 122
14. III.14: Hatiay, scribe: Abu Simbel 6 122

E. Local Governors
15. III.15,16: Harnakht, Paser, scribes: W. Allaqi 4, 5. 122,123
16. III.17: Khaemwaset, tr.-scribe: W. Allaqi 27, Yr.40 123
17. III.18: Anupemhab, gold-scribe: W. Allaqi 2, 30 123
18. III.19: Ramessess-heru, servant: W. Allaqi 26 123
19. III.20: Haremhab, granary-chief: Mediq, 2 graffiti 124
20. III.21: Khons, servitor: W. Allaqi 9 124

F. Local Artists & Craftsmen
22. III.23: Thutmose, Miam: shabtis, docket Yr.56 124-125
23. III.24: Penniut, Miam: shabtis, 2 jamb 125
24. III.25: Harnakht, Miam: cross-reference 126

G. Temples & Cults in Nubia
25. III.26,27: Piay, Pentaweret, sculptors 126-129
26. III.28: Raka, craftsman, & Family 126
27. Naos BM.476; shabtis; varia; Aniba, shabtis; Ellesiyeh, Abu Simbel, graffiti. 126

30. III.29: Sebakhau, High Priest of Horus of Miam 130
31. III.30: Huy, priest, & wife Tabes: TN.26/8/15/1 131
32. III.31: Meropet, offerings-scribe, gods of Wawat 132
33. III.32: Amen..., scribe: lintel. Buhen 133
84. III.33: Mernudjem, Supt. of Prophets, gods of S. Stela, BM.1188; Buhen, door-fragments.

Category IV: Chiefs of Treasury & Subordinates
A. Treasury Chiefs
85. IV.1: Nebiot, Overseer of Seal
86. IV.2: Amenmose, sarcophagus
87. IV.3: Panhesy
   BM.1377; Berlin 4508 & 2313; OG. 86.
88. IV.4: Suti, Tr. chief & 'general'
   Minia; CGC.42172; Ny Carlsberg 584; D. el-Shel-wit; Tomb, etc., El-Khawaled; 0. Berlin 12337;
   list, Moscow 4478.
89. IV.5: Pay-ten-hab, Tr. chief
90. IV.6: Amenemone, Tr. chief & royal secretary
B. Subordinates
91. IV.7: Hednakht, tr.-scribe: Yr.47, graffito
92. IV.8: Osiri, ditto: stela, Hildesheim 400
93. IV.9: Penamun, treasury officer: Hild. 378
94. IV.10: Setynakht, Keeper of balance: Brussels E.3048

Category V: Chiefs of Granaries of S. & N., & staffs
A. Granary Chiefs
91. V.1: Siese Elder: Louvre A.74; list, OG.40
92. V.2: Qeny
93. V.3: Siese Younger:
   MMA.17.2.5; Louvre A.73; Brooklyn 47.120.2, etc.
94. V.4: Kheriuif
B. Other Staff
94. V.5: Hor, Granary-Supt. & High Steward, lintel
95. V.6: Bakwer, "guardian, Yr.66 stela, CGC.34507.
96. V.7: Agricultural correspondence: CGC.58058/60
97. V.8: Paser, granary-scribe

Category VI: Mayors of Thebes
97. VI.1: Paser, E. Thebes
   UC.14636; Pap. Berlin Inv.3040A.
98. VI.2: Ramose, W. Thebes: 0. Bln.11238; stela.
99. VI.3: Nefermenu, E. Thebes: Tomb 184
100. VI.4: Haunefer, ditto: Tomb 183; Fitzwilliam E.1.1835.163-165

Category VII: Mayors of Memphis
101. VII.1: Huy: sarcophagi, statue, pyramidion
102. VII.2: Ptahmose
   Cairo J.4783-5; Florence Inv.2557; CGC.642;
   Leiden K.10-13,16, D.33,65; Berlin 1631-2, etc.

Category VIII: High Stewards of the King & his Foundations
103. VIII.1: Paherypedjet: Brussels E.8063
104. VIII.2: Set-hir-womemf, column-drum
104. VIII.3: Nebşumenu, Tomb 183: Hor
Category IX: Royal Cupbearers & Court Functionaries

A. Royal Cupbearers

14. IX.1: Ramesses-Asa-hebsed, Abu Simbel 9. 203-204
15. IX.2: Usimare-Asa-nakhtu, Abu Simbel 8. 204
16. IX.3: Ramesses-menu, Hildesheim 1079. 205
17. IX.4: Seth-hir-wonnet; IX.5: R.-Userpehity. 205

B. Superintendents, etc., Royal Harims

18. IX.6: Hori-Min, harim-chief, cross-reference 205
19. IX.7: Ben-fa-a, harim-scribe: BM.149 205-206
20. IX.8: Ptahemwia, ditto: BM.167 206-207
21. IX.9: Iryiry, chamberlain: Ny Carlsberg 145 208
22. IX.10: Pay, harim-chief: Florence 2600; BM.156 208-210

Category X: Royal Secretaries, Palace Services, etc.

A. Royal Secretaries & Staff

16. X.1: Amenemone: statue, Leningrad 210-211
17. X.2: Meriptah: Abydos, relief 211
18. X.3: Neferhor: BM.163, Year 62 211-212

B. Palace Supplies & Administration

18. X.4: Amenmose s. Pendjerter: Tomb 373, etc. 213-218
19. X.5: Amenmose s. Ramose: BM.142 218-219
20. X.6: Neferhotep: Louvre C.148 219-220
21. X.7: Perynefer: CGC.34517; Bologna 1915 220-222
22. X.8: Montumin: BM.304; X.9: Kha, Louvre A.65. 222-224
24. X.11: Thutmose, ditto: Hildesheim 430 225
25. X.12: Mahuhy, ditto: Hild. 396/Leipzig 3618. 225
26. X.13: Tiya, ditto: Hildesheim 1085 225
27. X.14: An-hir-iante, ditto: Leiden D.36 226
28. X.15: Nefertronpet, royal scribe: Hild. 492. 226
29. X.16: Menmara-‘A-Nakhtu, ditto: Hild. 487. 227
30. X.17,18: Ame, ditto: H.490; Rafi, scribe: H.1088. 227

C. Lesser Staff; Piramesses Palace

125. X.19: Paherypedjet, singer: Hildesheim 494 227-228
126. X.20: Pentaveret, chief goldsmith: Hild. 398. 227-228
127. X.21,22: (...), doorman; Nefertronpet: H.1892. 228
B. Armed Forces, Police, Building & Transport

Category XI: The Army

A. 'Generals'

131. XI.1: Sethy, Generalissimo

XI.2-3: Habasy, Uritya, generals

XI.4: Ramases-senmut, general: RMS.1954,261

XI.5: Montemawy, ditto: Atribris, doorway

B. Envoy, Governors Abroad

132. XI.6: Hui, envoy & governor: stela

XI.7: Nebre, see II.475:15

XI.8: Ramases-sma-khast, envoy, etc.

XI.9: Menkeheper, chief of horse, envoy

XI.10: Sety, ditto: LOUVRE A.40; Toulouse 6051

C. Chariotry

133. XI.11: Merytam, Lt. of chariotry

XI.12: Pahemenet, ditto: OIC.11731, etc.

134. XI.13: Sutienhab, charioteer: Aydon, stela

XI.14: Meryu, ditto: Abu Simbel 20

XI.15: Ramesses-emna-nepheus: Athens 33561

XI.16: Menepetah, ditto: statue, Nubian

XI.17: Amenemheb, ditto: BM.1654

XI.18: To, scribe of chariots: BM.5514

XI.19: Amenemheb, ditto: Hild. 403

XI.20: Amenemheb, stablemaster: Sehel, graffito.

XI.21: Huy, charioteer: Pap. Leiden I 349

XI.22: Menrefbu, stablemaster: P. CGC.58059


XI.24: Thutmosis, chief of horse: linte.

XI.25: [ ], charioteer: Oamp, Uppasa.

XI.26: eb... men, stablemaster: Abu Simbel 18.

XI.27: Khons, see II.772-773.

D. Standard-Bearers

135. XI.28: Akheten, Pap. Cairo CGC.58056


XI.30: Ramose, Cairo J.87832


XI.32: Nepwuamose, ditto: Area. 505

E. Administration, Etc.

136. XI.33: Menforhor, army-scribe: Rodin 156

XI.34: Thutmosis, ditto: Hildesheim 377

XI.35: Sety, chief ditto: Turin '72'
147. XVII:2. Wenuef, statue, Ny Carlsberg ANM.662
148. XVII:3. Paneh, statue GCC.42156; shabti UCL.
149. XVII:4. Bakenhons, statue; Tomb 35; L'pool sarcophagus; palette; GCC.42155; statue Munich G1.waf 30; etc.
150. XVII:5. Roma-roy; cross-reference.

Category XII: Eastern Thebes - Other clergy & Staff

A. Clergy of Amun

149. XVII:1. Anu, god, father of Amun: Tomb 168

B. Other Clergy

150. XVI:1. Wenuef, god's father of Mut: Tomb 203
151. XVI:3. Amenemkab, high priest of Khons: Tomb 25
152. XVI:4. Usermontu, high priest of Montu: Tomb 382

C. Learned Temple 'Scholar-Scribes'

153. XVI:5. Amenmankh and Family: Tomb III; Tübingen; Louv. c.210

D. Administration, Estates

154. XVI:6. Setau, high steward of Amun: Tomb 41
155. XVI:8. Thutmose, ditto: Armant statue; Tomb 41

156. XVI:9. Nebhepet, table-scribe: Tomb 207

11. Cairo T.20/2/71; brick; Tomb 78

156. XVII:11. Simut Kyky, cattle-acct. Amun: Tomb 100


E. Administration, Services, Personnel

160. XVIII:16. Mose, Ch. of Works: Tomb 137; cone.
161. XVIII:17. Nakht-Thutu, Ch. of Crafts: Tomb 169


Category XVIII: Western Thebes - Priests, Officials, Staff

A. Ramessum:

162. XVII:1,2. Khaemwas, priest of Play

163. XVII:3. Amenemkab, lector: Tomb 177


165. XVII:5. Nebhepet, priest: Tomb 384


167. XVII:7. Huy, water chief; statue, stela


170. XVII:10. Thutu, treasury-chief: Cairo J.89629; Rom 955-79; Florence 2532; Louv. E.7777; Copenhagen, Nat. Mus.; Lieut., My Carlsberg ANM.48; Gulbenkian N.1965; etc.


11. Administration, Services

172. XVII:12. Khnumemhab, treasurer: Tomb 26


175. XVII:15. Nebhepet, ch. tres-guardian: Tomb 374


177. XVII:17. Pahemut, ditto: Tomb 375

178. XVII:18. Ptashwa, ditto: Tomb 375


183. XVII:23. Nebhepet, scribe of recruits: Tomb 170

184. XVII:24. nef-en-khet, ch. of weavers: Tomb 153

185. XVII:25. Play, chief of workshops: Tomb 263


187. XVII:27. Amenemkab, sculptor: Berlin 6746

188. XVII:28. Ramesses-em-per-ri, guard: BM.796

189. XVII:29. Kyry, warden: graffito, Tomb 138

190. XVII:30. L.4. Siut, fragment

191. XVII:31. Pekhumut, rephoret, agents, stela

B. Other W.-Theban Temples & Deities

192. XVII:32. Amenemkab, high priest of Am. of Am. of Am.: Tomb 19

193. XVII:33. Panchas, prophet of Am.: Tomb 12

194. XVII:34. Huy, priest of Am.: Tomb 14

II. Other Kings

195. XVII:35. Khons-To, high pr. Tuthmosis III: Tomb 31

196. XVII:36. Thebes, temple of Thuthmosis III: statue

Category XVII: High Priests of Ptah in Memphis

197. XVIII:1. Huy, cross-reference

198. XVIII:2. Pahemut, ditto:

199. XVIII:3. Pahmenw, scribe of Mem.: Tomb 40


Category XIX: Memphis - Other Clergy, Officials, Cults

201. XIX:1. Ptashwa, god's father: Leiden 4, 45

202. XIX:2. Pahemenw, scribe of Mem.: Tomb 40

203. XIX:3. Play, scribe: stela

Category XX: Heliopolis, High Priests of Re
199. XX.1: Bak, charioteer, high priest: Louvre C.96; TM.2.441.
200. XX.2: Amenemope; Cairo CGC.898
XX.3:4; Prince Merybastum, vizier Prahotep.

Category XXI: Heliopolis, Other Staff
201. XXI.1: Phahtmay, R.II temple steward; Qantir
202. XXI.2: Huti(?), ditto, cattle-chief: Rijfich/Bristol
203. XXI.3: Mahu, tren.; scribe: Turin 1465 ('1681')

Category XXII: Cults in Lower Egypt & Abroad
204. XXII.1: Mama, scribe, t. of Re: Hild.983
XXII.2: Maya, scribe, t. Maet: Hild.1083
XXII.3: Bakenhun, sculptor of Amun: Hild. 399
XXII.5: Penneystyawy; Hildeshem 1103
XXII.6: Khons, Nebamun; Stockholm, Hild.1893.
XXII.8:2 Two anonymous; Hild. 426, 1100.

Category XXIII: Abydos, High Priests of Osiris & Others
205. XXIII.1: Mery; cross-references
XXIII.2: Wennefer

Category XXIV: Thinite, High Priests of Onuris, & Others
212. XXIV.1: Hor, high priest
XXIV.2: Minmos, ditto

Category XXV: Cult of Montu outside Thebes
214, 215. XXV.1-4: Cross-references
233. XXVIII: 

IV. Payments, Receipts, Etc. 551-556

A. 68-69 O.D. 82, O. Louvre 3263.

234. XXVIII: 

V. Festivals 556-562

A. 70-71 O. Michaelides 48, O.D.M. 127.
A. 72-75 O.D.M. 97, 132, 230, 00, 31.
A. 76-77 O. C.G.C. 25220, 25219.

235. XXVIII: 

VI. Rations, Supplies, Services 562-572

A. 78, 79 O. D. M. 116, 87; A. 80, 81 O.D.M 60, 86;
A. 82-85 O.D.M. 189, 370, 641, 698; A. 86 O. Mich. 34;
A. 87-90 O.D.M. 445, 274, 00, 92, O. C.G.C. 25815;
A. 91-94 O.Turin 26708, 0. C.C.G. 25612/6, O.D.M. 302;
A. 95-97 O.D.M. 316, O. C.C.G. 25631, 25813;

236. XXVIII: 

VII. Work Journals, Reports, Etc. 573

A. 102, 103 O.P. 30, O. C.G.C. 25756.

237. XXVIII: 

VIII. Personal Name Rosters 574-575


238. XXVIII: 

IX. Graffiti, Etc. 576

A. 109-115 W. Theban graffiti 542, 2106,
2501-04, 3819. O. Turin 57053; O.Bin. 21774.

239. XXVIII: 

I. Individuals and Families 576

B. Individuals and Families 576

I. Chief Workmen 576

B.I.1: Nebhotep the Elder (rt.)
Naos-fragment, D. el-Medina; stele,
Turin 50093; graffiti 1824b, 3305.

19 240. XXVIII: 

B.I.2: Nebufer s. of Nebhotep (rt.) 577-587
Tomb 6; stele: BM. 217, 271, Copenhagen
NM AAD9, DM., Strasbourg 974, Turin 50141.
Base Turin 50198; statue Turin sp. 6128;
basin DM. Graffiti 263, 266, 66, 726, 998
VI, 1695, 1721, 1883, 2782, 2869, 3037, 3038.
O. Moscow 4478 + 0. Berlin 9026.

241. XXVIII: 

B.I.3: Nebhotep s. of Nebufer (rt.) 587-591
Tomb 216; DM, statues, lintels, seat,
T/O, etc., incl. Turin 50155/50196 &
doorframe Turin 1664. Graffiti 999, 2604, 3572.

242. XXVIII: 

B.I.4: Pashedu (left), cross-reference. 598

B.I.5: Qaha (left)

252. XXVIII: 

B.IV.1: Iyermuiter, Louvre N.662/76X. 569-660
253. XXVIII: B.V.2: Ipuy Tombs 217; Zagreb 13; statue, etc.; Turin 50034, 50217.

254. XXVIII: B.V.3: Neferenpet Tomb 336; Turin 50046; DM 360; jamb.

22 255. XXVIII: B.V.4: Nakhtamun, Tomb 335, finds.

256. XXVIII: B.V.5: Khons, Louvre E.13935, etc.


VI. Chief Craftsmen, etc.

258. XXVIII: B.VI.1: Amennakht, s. of Buquenter Tomb 266; Louvre E.14397; Berlin 6909.

259. XXVIII: B.VI.2: Nakhty Stockholm NK.28

VII. Guardians, etc.

260. XXVIII: B.VII.1: Amenemope Lids

261. XXVIII: B.VII.2: Amenemone Naos, etc.; J.43576; Turin 50045, BM.279, etc.

262. XXVIII: B.VII.3: Khawy Tomb 214; Turin 50207, 50211; Saureler 1098; Cairo J.72021; DM jamb; graffiti.

263. XXVIII: B.VII.4: Iry Turin 22027; pyram. 701

264. XXVIII: B.VII.5: Bennakht (ef)

265. XXVIII: B.VIII.1: Amenemwia Turin 50135; statue; ODM 33h., Jr. 7.

VIII. Workmen

266. XXVIII: B.VIII.2: Amenemope Statue DM 219.


268. XXVIII: B.VIII.4: Amenakht s. Nebenmaat Elder Tomb 218; Leiden D.19; Turin 50222, etc.

269. XXVIII: B.VIII.5: Amenakht son of Didi Turin 50059, 14h.; trade; t/o; Louvre A.63

270. XXVIII: B.VIII.6: Irynufer Louvre E.12964; Cambs. E.9, 1896; BM.284, 814; UC.14545; graffiti.

271. XXVIII: B.VIII.7: Aanek DM 175b; Bankes 5; Jamb, Cairo J.40367; pyram. Jamb., etc.; t/o. 106; shabti.

272. XXVIII: B.VIII.8: Wadjmose Shabtistela Turin 50038; statue Tur.1369.

273. XXVIII: B.VIII.9: Wennekhu Copenhagen Th.348, etc.; Turin 22035, etc.; BM.36681; Col. base; pectoral; BM.1248.

274. XXVIII: B.VIII.10: Buquenter Shrine.

275. XXVIII: B.VIII.11: Faser Cairo J.72018, etc.

276. XXVIII: B.VIII.12: Penamun Tomb 213; Cairo J.43564, 72025, 72020; DM 0; Cairo CCC.25342.

278. XXVIII: B.VIII.13: Penkhuam Stela 745

279. XXVIII: B.VIII.15: Penshen'abu 745

280. XXVIII: B.VIII.16: Pasnunu s. Harmose 748

281. XXVIII: B.VIII.17: Masha Turin 50028.

282. XXVIII: B.VIII.18: Mose Tomb 329

283. XXVIII: B.VIII.19: Mose s. of Iahunufer Tomb 329 Annex; stelae Louvre C.280, BM.332, Turin 5036; doors, Moscow 1687.

284. XXVIII: B.VIII.20: Nebamnet Stela: Copenhagen Th.157; Turin 50711; base, BM.8495; jamb Turin 50228; graffiti, etc.


286. XXVIII: B.VIII.22: Nebeneru t/o.

287. XXVIII: B.VIII.23: Nebemait Tomb 219; inter, t/o, stela, etc.

288. XXVIII: B.VIII.24: Nebnakht Tomb 266 & Anexe; Turin 22030, etc.

289. XXVIII: B.VIII.26: Nebemenu Tomb 305; Louvre BM.305; Cairo E.1993, BM.150/157, Copenhagen NM; B.6; stelae DM 285, Cairo TN.30/12, 31/1-2. Board BM.65593; vase; t/o; BM.421; DM 393, etc.

Category XXIX: Miscellaneous

311. XXIX.1: Jamb, Qantir, Cairo J.28799 845
312. XXIX.2: Jamb, high official, Memphis 845
313. XXIX.3: Base, temple-official, Brussels, E.8661 845-846
314. XXIX.4: Stela of Pa-alasia, Freiburg/Baden 104 846

XXX: Addenda et Corrigenda

315. III.2: Nakhtmin, statue CGG.637 846-847
316. V.8: Paser, plaque, MMA.30.8.629 847
317. XI.9: Menkheper, graffiti, Sehel 847
318. XI.48: Ramassesnakht, basin Turin 22052 848
319. XXVIII: B.III.1: Roscco

Stelae, Stockholm MM.1865/66.

NB: The numbers (1 - 27) at left of margin in the foregoing Contents refer to the numbers of the fascicles in which this work was first issued, for convenience in quickly locating references in unbound copies.
ABBREVIATIONS AND SIGLA

I. Literary

ASAE
- Annales du Service des Antiquités de l’Égypte

Bibli. Aeg.
- Bibliotheca Aegyptiaca, series.

Bibli. Ég.
- Bibliothèque Égyptologique, series.

BIFAO

BIO. R.
- Bibliotheca Orientalis.

BM (no.)
- British Museum (registration number...).

BMHT

EMMA

Boeser,
- P.A.A. Boeser et al., Beschreibung der Aegyptischen Sammlung des Niederländischen Reichsmuseums der Altertümer in Leiden, I-XIV, the Hague, 1905-1932.

Borchart,
- L. Borchart, Statuen und Statuetten von Könige und Privatleuten, I-V, Cairo (CGC), 1911-36.

Brugsch,

Bruyère,

BSPÉ
- Bulletin de la Société Française d’Égyptologie

CdD
- Centre of Documentation and Study on Ancient Egypt/Centre de Documentation et d’Études sur l’Égypte et le Soudan Anciens.

CEDAE
- Chronique d’Égypte.
- J. Černý, Ostraca hiératiques (CGC), Cairo, 1935.
- Catalogue général du Musée du Caire, with no. Definitive museum-numbers of monuments, used in the official catalogue volumes.

h(ampollon),

h(ampollon),

Comptes rendus de l’Académie des Inscriptions et des Belles-Lettres.
- Deir el-Medina.
Abbreviations


GM Göttinger Missellen.

Göttinger Missellen.


J., Je E. Journal d'entrée, accession-register and accession-numbers for monuments in Cairo Egyptian Museum.

Jarce Journal of the American Research Center in Egypt.

JEAS Journal of Egyptian Archaeology.
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Private Monuments of Contemporaries.

A. Civil and Royal Administration.

Category I: Viziers.

I.1: Paser, Vizier.

1. Theban Tomb No. 106. (From: Mau, Fouilles, vol. 1, pp. 219-224.)

(a) Northern Stele on Exterior of Facade. (Fig. 221.) (b) Sarcophagus, left half.

Sarcophagus. (From: Mau, Fouilles, vol. 1, pp. 219-224.) (c) Sarcophagus, back view.

(c) Sarcophagus. (From: Mau, Fouilles, vol. 1, pp. 219-224.) (d) Sarcophagus, front view.

(e) Inscription. Left-Right Margin, Middle Line.

(f) Inscription. Left-Right Margin, Middle Line.
(iii) Face 3: Peter walks forth, joining Re-Atum, participating in Valley Festival.

(c) Pillar E in Broad Hall: Worship. Face 3, BM 117, pl. 223, E. (b).

Face 5: Peter, in the presence of the gods, worshipping.

(l) Pillar E in Broad Hall: Song of the Neter. Face 3, bottom register.

(II. III., IV, P.223, F. (b)). M. Lichtheim, JNES 14 (1955), pl 111. X, illustrated.
2. Delta Monuments of Biser

2 Pi-Ramesse (Qanet), Door-lintel

J. Habachi, ASAE 52 (1952), p. 490, fig. 80.

(a) Frontal face of door, often found; each with
(b) Inscription in hieroglyphs, often found; each with
(c) Inscription in hieroglyphs, often found; each with
(d) Inscription in hieroglyphs, often found; each with

---

3. Memphis and Middle Egypt

3 Statue of Biser standing, holding figure of Ra. Pith-Temple, Memphis.

(a) Statue held by statues. (i) Inscription, left side; (ii) Inscription, right side.

---


(a) Pillar supporting deity. Front face. (i) Right-hand side.

---

5. Statue of Biser standing, holding figure of Ra. Pith-Temple, Memphis.

(a) Pillar supporting deity. Front face. (i) Right-hand side.

---

---
(a) On Sides of Pillar, next to Pharaoh-figure.
(b) On Left-hand Side.

(c) On Sides of Pillar, behind Pharaoh-figure.

(d) On Kilt, either side of Pillar.

(e) On Left-hand Side.

(f) On Right-hand Side.

(g) On Right-hand Surface.

(h) On Left-hand Surface.

(i) On Dedication on Base.

(j) On Sides, shared with Right Half.
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- (ii) Left Breast
- (iii) Left Shoulder
- (iv) Right Breast
- (v) Left Shoulder
- (vi) Back
- (vii) Right Shoulder
- (viii) Back

RamesSES II, Pylon I: PETER VEGTER. SUFFICI in Western Thebes.

16. PETER, SUFFICI in Tomb 73 (Ken-ament). Davies, Tomb of Ken-ament, see p. 689. [Peter-Moss, Egypt T. 1 1: 1, p. 112 et (ii)].

17. PETER, SUFFICI in Tomb 73 (Ken-ament). Davies, Tomb of Ken-ament, see p. 689. [Peter-Moss, Egypt T. 1 1: 1, p. 112 et (ii)].

18. PETER, SUFFICI in Tomb 73 (Ken-ament). Davies, Tomb of Ken-ament, see p. 689. [Peter-Moss, Egypt T. 1 1: 1, p. 112 et (ii)].

19. PETER, SUFFICI in Tomb 73 (Ken-ament). Davies, Tomb of Ken-ament, see p. 689. [Peter-Moss, Egypt T. 1 1: 1, p. 112 et (ii)].

20. PETER, SUFFICI in Tomb 73 (Ken-ament). Davies, Tomb of Ken-ament, see p. 689. [Peter-Moss, Egypt T. 1 1: 1, p. 112 et (ii)].

21. PETER, SUFFICI in Tomb 73 (Ken-ament). Davies, Tomb of Ken-ament, see p. 689. [Peter-Moss, Egypt T. 1 1: 1, p. 112 et (ii)].

22. PETER, SUFFICI in Tomb 73 (Ken-ament). Davies, Tomb of Ken-ament, see p. 689. [Peter-Moss, Egypt T. 1 1: 1, p. 112 et (ii)].

23. PETER, SUFFICI in Tomb 73 (Ken-ament). Davies, Tomb of Ken-ament, see p. 689. [Peter-Moss, Egypt T. 1 1: 1, p. 112 et (ii)].


[Same now lost.]


Upper part of Stela. The Stela, 2 small gold rings--not snake-headed, adored by K. I. Peter (Cat. 2).

(i) Overhead of Peter.

(ii) Behind shoulder of Peter.


Peter behind a king:


A. Boulaq, Mastaba of Prince of Medinet, I, 1705, p. 316; Peter May, C. B. I, 7, 7310 (a).

[iii] Overhead--worshipped by Ramesses II and Peter (Cat. 2).

Dedication:

(iii) Overhead of Peter--(a) [ ]

Dedication:

(iii) Overhead of Peter--(b) [ ]

Dedication:

(iii) Overhead of Peter--(c) [ ]

Dedication:

(iii) Overhead of Peter--(d) [ ]

Dedication:

(iii) Overhead of Peter--(e) [ ]

Dedication:

(iii) Overhead of Peter--(f) [ ]

Dedication:

(iii) Overhead of Peter--(g) [ ]
2. Possibly one word lost, not more.

10. Southern Upper Egypt.

1.1 West Silsila, Hawara, Ser. Chapel of Ptolemy III. Ptolemy III.

1.2 Sehel Island, Tréglor, Koenigsburg. Petrie, Analytical Catalogue of Egyptian Reliefs.

11. Unplaced Stelae.


5th. See, rather than 1st.
9th. Each upon rear, and named by 12th. 11th. For 12th??
13. Minor Objects


B. Head Collection, Neuberg, PSBA 22 (1910), pl. 83, 84; Neuberg, Sarcoph. pl. 3517.


Clay (c). (ii) Present (as shown by Peiser). - Petrie (c).

Clay (c). (ii) Head (Recto). - Petrie (c).

Clay (c). (ii) Head (Vacio). - Petrie (c).

Clay (c). (ii) Head (Vacio). - Petrie (c)."
15. Northern Monuments.

1. Megiddo, Steatite Plaque, M.1730. Lama - Stehlti, Megiddo, pl. 73.1.


17. II. Thebes, excluding Deir el-Medina.

5. 12. Two fragments from Tomb-chapel of Khay.

A Scene of Ammenkheper I (wearing crown by Khay). Naukratis, PSBA 27 (1903), 101, 102.

1. Mummified Ammenkheper I. 

2. Khay (wearing crown). 

5. ° 5°


5°: One fragment 5°. 5°: One fragment 5° (addressing Ammenkheper I. Egyption name writing). 5°: Naukratis notes (p. 60-61). 10°: One fragment 10°. 11°: This is the last (real surviving) sign of the [fragments text].
Saba Fragment, Turi Museum Cat. 500198 (c. 15th/14th c.), III, Le Bas, 1923, p. 130.

Section II: Letter I: 5013-11: Letter to Khay, c. 18th century.

Section II: Letter II: Pages 12-30: The image to Khay, c. 18th century.

Deir el Medina: Drafts, Correspondence, Etc.
Letter of Josh-Seneb to the Pharaoh, O. Eton Cat. 25812, Valley of Kings.

Letter to the Chief Nehm-an Nekheb, ODM 114.
21. Statuaries

1. Figurine donatees by the Pharaoh, Sety I. Petrie, **Bibl.** III, p. 201, 213-214. Borchardt, Statuaries, **Staatsm.** III, p. 31-32, pl. 132.

(i) **Seated Figure.** Borchardt, Staatsm. **Staatsm.** III, pl. 132. 213-214.

(ii) **Dental Pillar.** Borchardt, Staatsm. **Staatsm.** III, pl. 132.

(iii) **Seated Figure.** Borchardt, Staatsm. **Staatsm.** III, pl. 132.

2. *Black granite squatting figure, Sety I.* Borchardt, **Staatsm.** IV, p. 33.

(i) **Seated Figure.** Borchardt, Staatsm. **Staatsm.** IV, p. 33.

(ii) **Seated Figure.** Borchardt, Staatsm. **Staatsm.** IV, p. 33.

(iii) **Seated Figure.** Borchardt, Staatsm. **Staatsm.** IV, p. 33.

Cross-References: See Vol. II, 380: 7; 393: 3, 7; 397: 11, 15; 394: 6; 395: 1, 5-6; below, Section IV (Treasure Section).
22. II. Sibsila, Son of Horemhab (front)

(a) King, wearing Paly. Left Side (P. 17).

(iii) Left Side, King.

(iv) Right Side, King.

(i) Above Figures of Sibsila.

(b) Second Scene (P. 14).

23. Lesser Monuments.

(a) Black granite, Obelisk-topped. BM. 108 James, BM. Antiqu. 9, 177; 16.

(b) Upper Surface, Right Half (N.).

(c) Right Side.

(d) Left Side.
21.

I.4. (Prahatj A. Viger

1. Stela from Abydos, Cairo JE. 1775. Mariette, Catalogue, Monuments

In two registers, Osiris is adored by three men and three women.


2. Possible Cross-References. See below, Section XXIII, under "through High Point of Osiris" (Statue, Adams 101 = Lenoir A 66; Cairo catg. 12, 272, 52, 14, 26, 35).

I.5. (Prahatj B. Viger


1. Stela from Gantir (Heliopolis), Munich, Egittoenk N° 287. Schaeff, 26, 70 (1726), 47-51; Hubert, Entdeckungen des Dr. Will, 177; Habachi, Features of the Deification of Ramess II, 172, p. 32-34, p. 71-72; Habachi, Entdeckungen des Dr. Will, 177.

Appendix: Stela of P. II (=) affixed to S. King. These Register: Kneading Viger (P) adoring.


Bottom Scene: Vegetation. Right 3 Asses and woman. (all) 3 Asses and woman.

Rear Face of Shrine. Left Side: Three pairs of worshipers. Right: Two Men - Two Boys.

Bottom, Left Woman: (left) X X X X X X

\[ X \text{ is common to both Left and Right Side Nets.} \]

\[ X \text{ Length of canoe is uncertain.} \]
(i) Right Side. Two pairs of worshippers. (g) Left. Lower Men. - [tanto, lost.]

18. Upper Fragmentary cartouche. Petrie, Sediment II, pl. 84.

(ii) Bottom, Two Women. - [lost.]

27. Abydos, Monuments.

(iii) On Stone's Right arm. - [lost.]


- Upper Register: "I'os-chrono was adored by four people.


(iv) Front of shrine. - [lost.]

- Lower Register: "I'os-Chorio is represented", with titles.


- Before him are - [lost.]


- Left hand between arms. - [lost.]


- On Stone's Right arm. - [lost.]

15. Figure of Petrie, carrying a staff. - [lost.]

(i) On Stone's Left arm. - [lost.]

- On Stone's Right arm. - [lost.]

- On Stone's Left arm. - [lost.]

- A Cylinder. - [lost.]

- P.A.
28. Other Statuary:

22. Statue, No. 1393, Marischal College, Aberdeen. 
James, BM Hunt, JEA 5 (1918) p. 113.

On Back: [Illustrated catalogue: Marischal College, Univ. Aberdeen, p. 113.]

James, BM Hunt, JEA 7 (1919) pp. 63-64, pl. 24 & 25.

On tablet between hands.

5. Tablet Edge of Seat:
6. Left Side of Seat, Seated Woman: [Illustrated catalogue: Marischal College, Univ. Aberdeen, p. 113.]

H. Bremer, JEA 54 (1968) p. 111.

On Right Shoulder:

5. Tablet Edge of Shoulder (X):
6. On Left Shoulder (X):

5^a. Partially for M. Nef.
(iii) Door on front: a Bee. Right: [ ] X in O come on Left: [ ] X. [ ] O.

(iii) Door on front: a Bee. Right: [ ] X in O come on Left: [ ] X. [ ] O.

(iv) Door on front: a Bee. Right: [ ] X in O come on Left: [ ] X. [ ] O.

(v) Door on front: a Bee. Right: [ ] X in O come on Left: [ ] X. [ ] O.

(vi) Statue's Right Side: Figure (-) of [Male]. Demotic. (East Tom.) [ ] [ ] [ ]

(vii) Statue's Left Side: Figure (-) of [Male]. Demotic. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

(viii) Quote around Base of Statue: [Male]. [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

29. Monuments of Subordinates - Relatives


30. I.6: [Inscription]


31. I.7: [Inscription]

Category II: Viceroy of Nubia

II. 1. Amenemhet, Viceroy


II. 2. Luni, Viceroy

1. Upper Scene: Ox, attended by his wife, (a) adorned by Luni (b).

2. Lower Scene: Seated couple, all statues lost, offered to by Wemen, name (c) [?] 445.

3. Abu Simbel, Rock-Site No. 12 (Djedjefreti Monument). P. D. I, pl. VII, 117-118 (10),

   Scene: King (c) enthroned at left, in short tunic; arm extended by Vicary, (d) right.

4. Upper Vicary (e) (f) Before King.


8th: Decree, 17th-18th, (after Decree).
35. Monuments, Southern Lower Nubia.

(1) Frame-Register
   - Queen, A.L., R. of Nubia, with inscription by the King, Amenemhet III.

(2) Door-South Register
   - Queen Nefertari ( ), seated before offerings, adorned by Amarna Dynasty.

(3) Stela-Canaan, Queen (and family) ( ).

(4) Bed of Victory
   - Depicted on stela above Queen (and family).

(5) Ashes, lintel from subsidiary buildings, Amarna, Era 12 (764), 17, 12, 31.

(6) Royal ladder in niche.
   - (Sphinx with ).

8. Stela from Sekem District, of a Prince of his date, mentioning Pennamdef. See Seder.

9. (20 lines lost)

10. Stela from Store District of a Prince of his date, mentioning Pennamdef. See Seder.


12. Heliopolis, Lintel from Temple of Re. See Seder. See below, p. 79.1-5.


14. (Es), determinative omitted.

South of the Temples, No. 1. P.M. Eqg. VII, p. 117 (6), L.T.Y. 143 middle.
Writings in Col. 155, 1976-77.

Stela in niche (full-face) within framing.

Carved text in niches on either side by the Viceroy.

On front of stela.

Central cliff between the Temples, No. II. P.M. Eqg. VII, p. 117, 143, letterbox.


King (w. enthroned, greeted by Viceroy (c).

Text below scene.

Cross-references. (6) In text of Nebu (II.6), Sen, Belos, (c) mission of Amenemhat.

II.5. King, Viceroy.

On test, below, (g).

Test, below, (g).

Speech of Viceroy.

(1) Bees live.
   (The Monuments, 1/4, 1935-36; Reiner, 20th c. 21, 35.) 
   (I.5) A. King's offering. 

   (The Monuments, I/, 1935-36; Reiner, 20th c. 21, 35.) 
   (II.4) A. King's offering.

(Not found.)

A. Setau, Viceroy


A. Setau, Viceroy

III, 82

43. Upper-Egyptian Monuments (outside Thebes-Amun).

(a) El-Kah, Stone Block, (as threshold in local house). P.M., II, 191, 73.

(b) El-Kah, Fragment of Stela-Base (Granite). Paper Prit. (1935) (part, not fl. 3).

(c) El-Kah, Rock-Block near Chapel. P.M., II, 1937; B.M., III, 191, 90, - E. IV, 162, pl. 18; Bomhard, Stelen und Setenamen, pl. 10, III, 4, 1917.


III, 83

43. Upper-Egyptian Monuments (outside Thebes-Amun).

Stela II (Cairo I 61600) Sety I and a Standard-Bearer: Barbara Smith, 1930, 1931, 1933, 1934.

Stela III (Cairo I 111600) Sety II and Pylon-People: Barbara Smith, 1931. 1933.

Stela IV (Cairo I 111601) [Sebek]: Official. Latham-Birchett 1930, 1931, 1932.
(iii) Lower Scene. Two lines of text, and 2 men adoring.

23. Stela V (Cairo J 14399) of Shenshef-Beer (Boy) Besant-Smith, ASAE 11 (1911), 77-78. (ii) a.

(ii) Upper Scene. Amun, god, at a shrine, worshipped by the king.

(iii) Lower Scene. Bel, Amun-Neubite, worshipped by a man.

24. Stela VI (Cairo J 14379) of Seteau Besant-Smith, ASAE 11 (1911), 77-78, (ii) a. a.

(i) Frame - Text - E IV LOST II.

E IV LOST II.

E IV LOST II.

(iii) Upper Scene. Amun, god, goddesses, worshipped by King.

25. Stela VII (Cairo J 1375 (side), J 1377 (side), J 1378 (side) of Seteau Besant-Smith, ASAE 11 (1911), 77-78, (ii) b. a.

(ii) Upper Scene. Amun, god, goddesses, worshipped by the king.

(iii) Lower Scene. Text, with Victory, adoring.


(0) Upper Scene. Amun, R.II., Hunting in a shrine, offered to by the King.

(0) Before Scene. —


(0) Upper Scene. Amun, R.II., Hunt in shrine, offered to by the King.

(0) Before Scene. —


Nothing lost. 6, 7. Greek common in both texts.
III, 98

61. First Lintel, from Room S of S.E. Side-room. Satheir, depth 3 m. S. El-Sedaba, p. 37, 13.


63. Lintel, from Room S of S.E. Side-room. Satheir, depth 3 m. S. El-Sedaba, p. 37, 13.

64. Second Lintel, from same Room S. Satheir, depth 3 m. S. El-Sedaba, p. 37, 13.

65. Second Lintel, from same Room S. Satheir, depth 3 m. S. El-Sedaba, p. 37, 13.

66. Third Lintel, from Room S of S.E. Side-room. Satheir, depth 3 m. S. El-Sedaba, p. 37, 13.

67. Third Lintel, from Room S of S.E. Side-room. Satheir, depth 3 m. S. El-Sedaba, p. 37, 13.

68. Wadi es-Sedaba, Statuary of Seti I. Wife, etc.


70. Amenemhath III Temple, Statue of Seti I Wife, T. Heilach, Nuheiri.


73. Amenemhath III Temple, Statue of Seti I Wife, T. Heilach, Nuheiri.


75. Amenemhath III Temple, Statue of Seti I Wife, T. Heilach, Nuheiri.

76. Amenemhath III Temple, Statue of Seti I Wife, T. Heilach, Nuheiri.

77. Amenemhath III Temple, Statue of Seti I Wife, T. Heilach, Nuheiri.
49. Wadi es-Sebua, Rock-Inscriptions.


50. Amada Temple, Minor Epigraphs, Right Panel (p) Thaumakht of Intefnem.
(i) Right-hand (N) Stela. (i) Name: [Hieroglyphs]
(ii) Left-hand (Center) Column:

Scene: The King, drinking a cup, is offered a similar by Amin.

(iii) Main Text, Datelines.

(iv) Main Text, Victory: (Kneeling figure at left)

54. Abu Simbel and Tana

Abu Simbel, Double Stela, Year 38. No. 24.

N. Wall - W. Wall; N. Wall (interior), Setau. Subordinate: Honor, King in Kiosk. K.I.

Front: [Hieroglyphs]

East Wall: King seated, with Honor on his right. Kather on his right. K.I.

Kings:

(i) Name: [Hieroglyphs]

Dedication: [Hieroglyphs]

[Hieroglyphs]

Triumph: N. Johnson:

Sketches on stone; nothing lost.

Roman II, Ptolemaic II G: Seti I, Victory, Abu Simbel, Double Stela. III, 106

Scene. The King (1) sitting, a fox, is offered a similar by Horus of Behen (2).

Text of Horus (3) P.M., VII, 135-176; Randall-Maciver-Woolley, Asyut, 1911, pl. 26-81; new, Asyut, New Kingdom Temples of Asyut, 1974, pl. 223, 233 [Plate n].

Kneeling figure of Seti I (4), adoring, but before him, a mastaba above it.

Main Text. Dedication (1).

Main Text. Victory. (Kneeling figure at left.)


54. Horus (S) Temple, record fragment. Camino, pl. L, 885, Fig. 1, p. 105.

55. Statue of Setau, from Wadi Halfa area, Cairo, C/C, 1131. see pl. VII, 110, and; Bonnart, Statuen, Staatliche, Fig. 75-77, p. 183.


57. Statue of Setau, kneeling. B.M. 1055. P.N. VII, 14.1, and; Bonnart, Statuen, Staatliche, Fig. 75-77, p. 183.

58. Statue of Setau, kneeling. B.M. 1055. P.N. VII, 14.1, and; Bonnart, Statuen, Staatliche, Fig. 75-77, p. 183.

59. Statue of Setau, kneeling. B.M. 1055. P.N. VII, 14.1, and; Bonnart, Statuen, Staatliche, Fig. 75-77, p. 183.

60. Statue of Setau, kneeling. B.M. 1055. P.N. VII, 14.1, and; Bonnart, Statuen, Staatliche, Fig. 75-77, p. 183.

61. Statue of Setau, kneeling. B.M. 1055. P.N. VII, 14.1, and; Bonnart, Statuen, Staatliche, Fig. 75-77, p. 183.

62. Statue of Setau, kneeling. B.M. 1055. P.N. VII, 14.1, and; Bonnart, Statuen, Staatliche, Fig. 75-77, p. 183.

63. Statue of Setau, kneeling. B.M. 1055. P.N. VII, 14.1, and; Bonnart, Statuen, Staatliche, Fig. 75-77, p. 183.
60. Bukan Tomb, Stela III. EES, 1923, in Smith, Enl. 131, pl. 59, 771.

Uppers. Register - Horus of Bukan (+) is worshipped by King (-).

Lower Register - Stela (+) on base.

56. Sai, Remains.

61. Stela (+) Fragment S.103, Turin, Kush 6 (1933), 154-157, pl. 145.

Scene - Reclining animal (+) on base. [Worshipped left and right?]

Text - In vertical columns, with unknown number of lines lost at both ends.

57. Miscellaneous Monuments.


Shoulde of statue: [Diagram] Head of statue: [Diagram]

Rest, Lost.
58.  II. 7. Ankheto, Viceroy

   Petrie, I, p. 320-331. Titles, after G. A. Miller. A Supplement to the
   Topographical Catalogue of the Private Tombs of Thebes (1875-1892),
   1924, p. 293 note, n. 185. In this, Petrie, M. R. (1905). Excavations at
   Thebes (Ventris) containing the


59.  II. 8. Unidentified Viceroids


Category III: Subordinates of Viceroy of Nubia

1. Troop Commander of Kush

60.  III. 1. Renwyat, Viceroy, Troop Commander


II. Inner doorway to Shrine, left-right thicknesses (II.1, II.2, II.3). Text here, as enjoy by K. M. C.; extract, g. E.R. II, II, p. 82. (p. 796: 21).

Left thickness: Tomb over son, daughter.

Right thickness: Ceiling lines.


(i) Easter Panel: (1) of (2)

(ii) Above official: (1) of (2)


62. **III.3: Ankor-nakht, Troop-Commander**

1. Sekel Island, I (Graffiti) PM IV, Boll. V, 1911, 5.5.21, 11.17.

2. Sekel Island, 2nd Graffiti Habu, s. cit, 107, fig. 23.

3. Sekel Island, 3rd Graffiti Habu, s. cit, 107, fig. 23.


5. Cross-References: For Ankor-nakht accompanying the Stela-keeper Amennakht, see below, Category XI.1, under Amennakht (Sekel graffiti).

63. **III.4: Meya, Troop-Commander**


2. (Taken with Double Burner 

64. **III.5: Hatay, Deputy**

1. Graffiti No. 36, Wadi Nallah, PM VII, 1913, 5.5.12, p. 301.

2. Cross-References: For unpublished list of Victory Nagamankh, PM VII, 1913, 5.5.12, p. 301.

3. Cross-References: For unpublished list of Victory Nagamankh, PM VII, 1913, 5.5.12, p. 301, and Deputy of Lord of 2 lands Hatay.

4. Wadi Kallaghi: Graffiti 29 may belong to some other Deputy.

65. **III.6: Harmankh, Deputy of Kush**

1. Ine Ritבק, Fort of Dier el-Bahri, Khartoum Museum, P. 1913, 3.5.12, p. 335, B. 22 (with 1.2). 3rd (copy of no. 17).

2. Sari, Khartoum Museum, No. 14/12; Arkel, JEA 36 (1950), p. 33, fig. 3. P. 1913, 3.5.12, p. 335, B. 22 (with 1.2).

3. Sari, Fort of Dier el-Bahri, Khartoum Museum, No. 14/12; Arkel, JEA 36 (1950), p. 33, fig. 3. P. 1913, 3.5.12, p. 335, B. 22 (with 1.2).

Remesses II, P.16a: III.7: Harnakht, Deputy of Waaat, Mayor of Miam

66. III.7: Harnakht, Deputy of Waaat, Mayor of Miam.

   Standing, Avunet III, 1277, p. 67-68, Nov. 13, 75 B.C.
   In subject (w) seated at left, renewed by Harnakht (s) at right.
   (r) Tests over Harnakht (r) (f) (f)
   (f) Tests over Harnakht (r) (f) (f) (f) (f) (f)
   (f) Tests over Harnakht (r) (f) (f) (f) (f) (f)
   (f) Tests over Harnakht (r) (f) (f) (f) (f) (f)
   (f) Tests over Harnakht (r) (f) (f) (f) (f) (f)
   (f) Tests over Harnakht (r) (f) (f) (f) (f) (f)
   (f) Tests over Harnakht (r) (f) (f) (f) (f) (f)
   (f) Tests over Harnakht (r) (f) (f) (f) (f) (f)
   (f) Tests over Harnakht (r) (f) (f) (f) (f) (f)
   (f) Tests over Harnakht (r) (f) (f) (f) (f) (f)
   (f) Tests over Harnakht (r) (f) (f) (f) (f) (f)
   (f) Tests over Harnakht (r) (f) (f) (f) (f) (f)

2. Copy of St. Shabti from Tomb SA 25, 8th Ave. 11200, AM. Z-A.
   Standing, Avunet III, p. 31, 277.

3. The Symbol, Rock Graffiti No. 1, p. 182. (Note: p. 183, 192). Fig. was

4. Cross-References: For this man's son, see Earr, see Vol. IV, Sections II. Religion III.
   Harnakht Family, see p. 104-105, above.

5. Cross-Reference: For this man's son, see Nagy, see Vol. IV, Sections II. Religion III.

67. III.8: Sela-Kheus, Deputy in Nubia.


2. Cross-References: It is just possible that the Sela-Kheus under 8 below
   is the same man.

In Other High Officials.

68. III.9: Haremhab, fan-bearer.


2. Cross-References: Possibly some men, see stela, above, p. 110-112.

D. Lesser Staff of the Vicerey's Administration.


70. [174a] 1. 17b. Fact ofbird. 12th, Shabti.]


5. Hieratic Form. 1st. Artificial Rock-Tomb 1926. Was a dedication, whose titles are really different (cf. also Toshafi, Vigil, Rept., 1933, 1934, P. M. VII, 70). These contain no link with the dedication of Aker (Hesiodoff, Aegypt., p. 77, 193, 1934).
72. III 13: Hth son of Seka, Scribe/Secretary.

1. Tanghel, Graffito. P.M. VII, 18, Wiegell, Report, Tomb 69; p. 113:4.6 (KIA 190).

2. The Simbak, Rock-Inscription No. 5a. P.M. VII, 117; De Mair, 5, pl. 4a.

At left, Talbot, on stand, seated, cartouche on, adored by kneeling man at right.


73. III 14: Hatin. son of Harehkhat, Scribe.

1. Abu Simbak, Rock-Scene No. 6. P.M. VII, 117; (De Mair, 5, pl. 4a), figures, see, De Mair, 5:2, 4.

See: c.d. Amun, King; P. Horus (above), adored by Revealing official (left).


74. III 15: Harehkhat, Scribe.


75. III 17: Khunjwax, Treasury Scribe.

1. Graffito, W St. Allegies, Site A, No. 27. P.M. XXI, 191; Ward, 955, pl. 9.


76. III 18: Anpuwahka, Scribe of Gold.

1. 1st Graffito, W St. Allegies, Site A, No. 2. P.M. XXI, 191; Ward, 955, pl. 9.

2. 2nd Graffito, W St. Allegies, Site A, No. 20. P.M. XXI, 191; Ward, 955, pl. 11.

77. III 19: Remesses-Puru, Servant.

76. III. 20: Haremhab, Scribe - Somnag - Chief

1. [Textual content]

2. [Textual content]

3. [Textual content]

4. [Textual content]

5. [Textual content]

III. 21: Khons, Senator

1. [Textual content]

E. Local Governor

77. III. 22: Penneht, Mayor of Baken

1. [Textual content]

III. 23: Thutmose, Mayor of Miles

1. [Textual content]

2. [Textual content]

3. [Textual content]
III. 25: Harshebek, Mayor of Memphim - Deputy of Wearet.

1. From References - (a) See above, p. 118: 2-16; (b) Published by Head, Memphite, p. 111.

F. Local Artists - Craftsmen.

78. III. 26: Piyc, Sculptor.

1. (B) Simbel, Great Temple, E. Hall Lining, N. Side, 3-4 Steps. PM, 1913, 18, (fig.)


79. III. 28: Raka, Chief Craftsmen, and Family.


(a) "Lintel." Keruwn, Mast Jankel - Ta, either side of central "D.

Figures efficient's text, never carved. 15.
5. Temples and Cults in Nubia.

80. III. 29. Sekhmet, High Priest of Horus of Meroe.


81. III. 30. Huy, priest, with wife, Dier.


(From A.A. Smith 63, dated 19-11-1949.)

1. Possibly for I, in line 9, below. 2. On the rather than Weggell's 3. 10. 3. A blank space at the top of this column. 10. 1. < 90, i.e. < 69.1-71 day.
83. III. 32. Imon[---], Scribe

1. Baheem, Fortress, Listel (left hand). EEE 170, 14 S. Smith, Fortress of Baheem, II.

At left, Imon[---], scribe of the fortress, with cartouche behind.

(i) Above Name: ±\(\text{[ ]} \begin{array}{l}
\text{[ ]} \\
\text{[ ]}
\end{array}\)

(ii) Below Name: ±\(\text{[ ]} \begin{array}{l}
\text{[ ]} \\
\text{[ ]}
\end{array}\)

84. III. 33. Neermadjem, Scribe of Prophet, Scribe of the South.

1. Baheem (left hand), Stela BM 1188, P.M. VII, p. 141, Bridge, The Egyptian.

Scribe I 1709, p. 774, 3rd plate; copy, therefore, collected from photographed copy made available by Dr. M. B. Barber.

(i) Scene on Pyramidion: Here, horse and laborers adoring Horus; below, figures of Neermadjem; above, Jackal of Anubis, ibises.

(ii) Below Name: ±\(\text{[ ]} \begin{array}{l}
\text{[ ]} \\
\text{[ ]}
\end{array}\)

(iii) Above Register: Offerings, and 1 man, 4 women (all).
Category IV: Chiefs of the Treasury and Subordinates

85. IV.1: Nebriet, Overseer of the Seal

86. IV.2: Amenemose, Chief of the Treasury

Buchen #2, Source: \textit{Jamb}.

Buchen #3, Base of \textit{Jamb}.

Buchen #4, Fragment of \textit{Jamb}.

Buchen #5, Left half of \textit{Jamb}.

Buchen #6, Centre-left of \textit{Jamb}.

Buchen #7, Centre of \textit{Jamb}.

Buchen #8, Over Seated Man.

Buchen #9, Text to the right of \textit{Jamb}.

Buchen #10, Revise his wife (or) present food to seated image (or).
IV. 4: Suti, Chief of the Treasury: "Funeral."


5. [Notes and additional information]
(ii) Doorway between Lk. 2-3 Walls

(iii) Scene to Right of doorway, Osiris (r) affixed by stick (r)

(iv) N. Side, Upper Edge.

(v) S. Side, Upper Edge.

(vi) S. Side, Upper Edge.

(vii) S. Side, Upper Edge.

(viii) S. Side, Upper Edge.

(ix) East End, Tablets flanking North, S. Side.
87. IV.5: Payten, Chief of the Treasury.

1. Cross Reference: (a) O. Iware 2261, Year 53; see Vol. II, Royal Funerary, under Name, Sety-Sety I.

   (b) O. Iware 665, Year 69, see Vol. I, Royal Funerary, under Lists of Names and Miscellaneous Documents.

IV.6: Amenemone, Chief of the Treasury, Royal Scribe.

1. Cross Reference: See below, Category X, Royal Scribes, etc.
90. IV.7: Hednakht, Treasury - Scale.


Royal Statue (?) placed in room of Pent. Men with mask of Pharaoh.

(a) Statue: (nearby)
(b) Pent: (?)

IV.10: Setynakht, Keeper of Balance.


Man (?) - office of Setynakht; Royal Statue (?)

(a) Man: (?)
(b) Statue: (?)

Category V: Superintendents of Treasuries of S.N. - Staff.

IV.8: Ostri, Treasury - Scale.


Ostri (?) - statue in room of Pent. The god Set " Sở " (?) - office (?) of Ostri.
92. V.2: Qeny, Granary-Chief.

1. Cross-References. See above, for Qeny's father, Siese the Elder, and just below for his son, Siese the Younger. Also, on monument of Qaimy, Category XXIII, below.

93. V.3: Siese (Younger), Granary-Chief.

1. [Note: Text continues with detailed cross-references and discussions of Qeny and Siese's roles, with references to previous studies and museum collections.]

(i) Cartouche, Upper Face
(ii) Text between Statues, Lower Face
(iii) Edge of Base, (Siete's) Right Side

Error for (v). Probably nothing lost.
1. Edge of Base (State's) Left Side.

2. Rear Surface of Dyed.


5. (a) Orbital Pillar.
   (b) Base, State's Right Side.
6. (a) Orbital Pillar.
   (b) Base, Left Side.

7. Wooden Statue from Abydos, Brooklyn Museum No. 47.120.2.
   (Mr. Willard Fund)
   Text from photo kindly supplied by Dr. R.E. Lounsbury.
   J. Vandier, Inscriptions 7 (1907), pl. 117; iii, 119, fig. 7-7-7.
   - Manuel d'Archéologie Egyptienne, III, pl. E 188, 3; on
     - further, see Reisner, JEA 1 (1910) 27-7.
   - On Staff against Left Arm.

8. (a) Staff against Right Arm.
   (b) Up to 5 groups last.


10. (a) Perl. (b) Setepenre, Dynasty 18, to name.

11. 14th & 15th, common to both texts.
94. V.5: Hor, Granary-Superintendent - High Steward
   2. Rayn, Theban Tombs.
   3. Ossabah, Kneeling Figure.

95. V.6: Bak-her, Granary Guardian.
   1. Coffin, Stela, Year 6 of Ramesses II, Cairo Museum, Cat. 34,307.
      Bouard RT 9 (1897), p. 100, 977. Collected by Kam. T5, 7, 111.

Cross-References:
   2. G. above, p. 147, 3.

V.4: Kheriuft, Granary-Chief
96. V. 148: Agricultural Correspondence.

A. Papyrus Cairo C3 58058 - Senet Mask to Somniet Pay.
A.M. Baki, Egyptian Epistlegraphy, 1970, pl. 6, VIII.

B. Papyrus Cairo C3 58060 - God Am, 13/14 X

97. VI: Paser, Mayor of E Thebes.

1. Statue - Fragment, University College London, 1a56c. B.M. 1, 291, 1770, A. Bazi, Egyptian Sculpture (British Museum), 1770, pl. 219, 356.

Category VI: Mayors of Thebes.
98. **VI.2. Ramose, Mayor of (ii.) Thebes.**

1. Letter to Chief Workmen of the Royal Tomb, mentioning Vesper Paneb's Odes

O. Berlin P. 11238. in Reverse. Paris-British III, pl. 30, 32a.
99. VI.3: Nefermenu, Mayor of (E) Thebes.


100. VI.4: Haunefret, Mayor of (E) Thebes.

1. Theban Tomb 385, El-Asasif, Pit FB17, El-Bakry, ASAE 36(1942) 126-129.

Offerings: I see scenes on Celles...
VII.1: Huy, Mayor of Memphis.


Category VII: Mayors of Memphis.

Page numbers: III, 164-165.
102. VII. 2: Ptahmose, Mayor of Memphis.

1. Three Panels from Memphis Tomb, Basso J 4873 4-5.

A. Ptahmose seated before offerings, J 4873. Unpublished. Papyrus 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Published, "Egyptian Painting.""}

B. Ptahmose seated after offerings, J 4873. Mariette, Mem. Brit. 62, 63 (1890), 64 (1892). Published, "Egyptian Painting.""
Ramesses II, I.iii. VII.2. Bishnoe, Mayor of Memphis.


On front, arm, nose, more damage.

(i) Bishnoe (knight).

(ii) Bishnoe (knight).

(iii) Ead-Diedoller.

(iv) Ead-Diedoller.

(v) Ead-Diedoller.
Scene 2. Re-Harehite (w) is adored by Pachmose. 


(i) Bandeurs between Register.

(4) Zamani, 19.

(d) Over Re-Harehite.

Pachmose. 

Pachmose. (i) Over Pachmose. 

Scene 3. Pachmose. Wife seated, behind are 2 sons - 3 daughters.
Ramesses II. II., Mort. VII. 2: Bakenrene, Mayor of Memphis.

III, 178

   (22. III. 1911, p. 12).

   (22. III. 1911, p. 12).


   A. Pyramideum. J. 15. 15. 1, 15, etc.  
   (i) Front Side. Side of a statue, Figure, Text.  
   (ii) Right Side. Profile, etc.  
   (iii) 'Reni' Side. As Front, but adorning.  
   (iv) Front Side. Mastaba of.

[All texts, lost.]

L2. 5th. 52: 2 lines unknown, amount 1. 22.
Category VIII: High Seals/Seals of the Kings of his Foundations


103. VIII. 1. Pa-Ri^su-jedjet, King's Sealed


VIII. 2. Set-hur-wenup, King: Treasurer: Butler


IV. 2. Set-hur-wenup, King: Treasurer: Butler

105. VIII. 5: Yuya, High Steward of Queen Nefertari's Temple.


(a) Upper Text. (b) Left-Right - (c) Right-Left.

(b) Left Register. Linen - Isis (nudities), adored by 2 cupids.

Over Cupid. (c) Right-Left - (d) Right-Left.

(c) Middle Register. Cupid - Officer; Officer - Cupid.

Over Cupid. (d) Right-Left - (e) Cupid at Left.

(d) Their Officer. — Left - (e) Cupid at Left.

22: Actually, a. 32: For a. 52, 32: Common to both texts. 11: 500.

5. Genealogy. On monuments from Yuba, see next section.


(a) Busts and Seals (each under 10). (b) Hands of Yuba (on feet, back, seat, body).

(b) Five Deities on Feet (Sidesteps, back, seat, body, kneeling).

(d) Over Cupid. (c) Right-Left - (e) Cupid at Left.

(e) Dorsal Pillar. — Left - (f) Cupid at Left.
NAME LOST


1. Relief, Brussels 5783. The burial name on the right side:


1. Monuments Status Memphis, Cairo G.C. 1220, Bennett, Steichen, 1910. See also:

Remains of Egyptian Text above Scene - Behind Greek - [unknown amount -] [370]
Category IX: Royal Cypheors - Court Functionaries.

114. IX. 1: Ramesses - Ankh-Hebted.

1. Abu Simbel, Rock-Steles No. 9, PM VII, 117 (3); Thompson, Monuments II, p. 65; Rosellini, Monuments I, Art. 11; Stuntz, Thebes, 1912, 122, 127, 177, and 159; C. D. Borchardt, 1878, and courtesy of Col. F. E. M. of Egypt, plates 27 and 78.

King - on throne (on axis), created by Ramesses.

2. Frame Text. (b) Wielder Dike. (c) 

(a) Left Margin

(iii) Right Margin - (a) Right Margin - (b) King and Tebteb. (c) Before Tebteb - (c) One King.

(b) Main Text
IX.2: Usmaâ - Aha-nakhte.

1. This example from the Rock Stele No. 8, BM II, 17, is unpublished. Every year, the king, riding in chariot, offers

   *Farahmer* follows the king, riding in chariot over trees.

   ![Egyptian hieroglyphs](image)

IX.3: Ramesses-mena.


IX.5: Ramesses - User-falty.

See Vol. IV (Memphite) Chapter 15.

IX.6: Hor-Mer, Chief of Royal Harem, Memphis.


IX.7: Benzâa, Scribe of Royal Harem, Memphis.


(j) Found that, left side.

(j) An + separates the text from the right side on.
(ii) Frame text, Right Side.  (c) Qwetjwswtsw...<br/>Upper Register

Chariot, mst - Northeast, adored by Man - Women

(iii) Gate couple...<br/>Upper Register

Seated couple, opposed by couple...

Officers - Two...<br/>Lower Register

2. For Reference. For next entry.


IX.9: LI\{\}I, Chamber of the Lord of the Two Lands

1. Limestone tablet fragment. Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg, AE 1925, 6.0.1. The text is difficult to read.

   Side A: Man supporting judicial stool (F.1-5).

   Side B: Judicial stool.

   Side C: Man, offering, holding.

IX.10: Priestess of Aten, Lady of the Queen, Thebes.

1. Limestone tablet. Lower left corner fragment. Florence Inv. 1600. Second millennium BC.

   Left Edge: (F.6-7).
Category X: Royal Secretaries, Palace Administration - Services

A Royal Secretaries' Staff

X.1: Amememone, Royal Secretary, Treasurer, Ramessum High Priest.


X.2: Meri-jtwe, Royal Secretary, Ramessum Chief Sipt.


(a) Right Side: Harkhbit (Ed.) adored by kneeling man.

(b) Left Side: Kneeling man adores Osiris.

X.3: Nefer-hot, Scribe of Royal Secretariat.


Additional notes and references are also present on the pages.
(i) Spine

(ii) Seat on Left, Centre of Statue’s Right. (See plan of lice, below.)

(iii) Seat on Left, (Statue’s) Left Side.

(iv) Melting Line to (v) (vi) (vii) (viii)

(v) Plan of (vii).

(vi) Lower End of Statue

(vii) Seat—Sides of Knee/Fold.
Chapter 121: Prayer, Royal Table-Scale


(a) Top Register. Winged Disk: "Fortune", over Abydos Felaket, flanked by 2 figures of men adoring.

(b) Cartouches of Kings. (a) (b) (c) (d)

(c) Prayer, adoring, at Right. (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n) (o) (p) (q) (r) (s)

(d) Arrows, at Right. (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n) (o) (p) (q) (r) (s)

2. Stela, Bologna Inv. 1715. Egypt, from photo, kind courtesy of
Museo Civico, Bologna; D. A. L. R. 193. 107 (188)

(a) Top Register. Winged Disk, twin Fis, - twin falcons, over Abydos Felaket
(b) Winged Disk, Horus with Falcon.
122. X.8: Montuemenn, Royal Tafel-Scribe.

X. 9: Kā'ē, Royal Table-Scribe


X. 10: At...[-], Royal Table-Scribe


X. 11: Hatmar, Royal Table-Scribe


X. 12: Mahady, Royal Table-Scribe


X. 13: Iyra, Royal Table-Scribe

X. 14: Anker, Royal Scribe


- (a) Head of Anker
- (b) Anker standing
- (c) Anker sitting
- (d) Anker facing
- (e) Anker walking

X. 15: Neferhotep, Royal Scribe


- (a) Upper Register: Anker seated in a chair, adored by Man.
- (b) Lower Register: Anker standing, adored by Woman.

X. 16: Menemheb, Royal Scribe


- (a) Upper Register: Granite on ship under tree, offered to by Man.
- (b) Lower Register: Statue, adored by Man.
(iii) Men. 12. 14. 17. 20. 23. 26. 29. 32. 35. 38. 41. 44. 47. 50. 53. 56. 59. 62. 65. 68. 71. 74. 77. 80. 83. 86. 89. 92.

X. 21. <PN>, Doorkeeper.
1. Stela, Hildesheim 1.27 (recto) Rad2 7.61(1920), 07. 10. X. 43. Habelci, 533.
   (1) Status: 1.27 (recto) Habelci, 533.
   (2) Men. 12. 14. 17. 20. 23. 26. 29. 32. 35. 38. 41. 44. 47. 50. 53. 56. 59. 62. 65. 68. 71. 74. 77. 80. 83. 86. 89. 92.
   (3) Blank.

X. 22. Nofiruhot, Doorman.
   (2) Men. 12. 14. 17. 20. 23. 26. 29. 32. 35. 38. 41. 44. 47. 50. 53. 56. 59. 62. 65. 68. 71. 74. 77. 80. 83. 86. 89. 92.

X. 23. [...], Royal Washerwoman.
   (2) Men. 12. 14. 17. 20. 23. 26. 29. 32. 35. 38. 41. 44. 47. 50. 53. 56. 59. 62. 65. 68. 71. 74. 77. 80. 83. 86. 89. 92.

   (2) Men. 12. 14. 17. 20. 23. 26. 29. 32. 35. 38. 41. 44. 47. 50. 53. 56. 59. 62. 65. 68. 71. 74. 77. 80. 83. 86. 89. 92.

   (2) Men. 12. 14. 17. 20. 23. 26. 29. 32. 35. 38. 41. 44. 47. 50. 53. 56. 59. 62. 65. 68. 71. 74. 77. 80. 83. 86. 89. 92.
B. Armed Forces, Police, Building - Transport.

Category XI: The Army

A. 'Generals'

131. XI.1: Sethy, Generalissimo (etc.)

1. Tomb, Sedment, Petrie, Sedment II, p. 77, pl. 69, 70.


3. 3rd Piller, Petrie, pl. 69: 3-4.

4. 2nd Piller, Petrie, pl. 69: 5-6.

5. 1st Piller, Petrie, pl. 69: 7-8.

6. 5th Piller, Petrie, pl. 69: 9-10.

7. 4th Piller, Petrie, pl. 69: 11-12.

8. 3rd Piller, Petrie, pl. 69: 13-14.

9. 2nd Piller, Petrie, pl. 69: 15-16.

XI.6: Ramses II, General


XL.5: Montu-em-tawy, General


(a) Lintel. (a) Centre Line

(b) Left hand Scene: Then adores God. (c) Right hand Scene: Rekhakalle adored by Man. (d) Rekhakalle.

(3) "...cut over a 0. 62: Many readings in this line are highly conjectural."

B. Royal Survey - Governor of Foreign Lands

132. XI.6: Nius, Ramses II, Governor of N(?) Foreign Lands

1. Stele [location unknown], Stele Ed. Inscriptions II, pl. 31. 12, 13.

(a) Upper Register: King, carries, battle, offering, tradition of Amun-Ra, 10.

(b) Amun-Ra, - (d) (e) 0 0 (f) 0 0 (g) 0 0 (h) 0 0 (i) 0 0 (j) 0 0 (k) 0 0 (l) 0 0 (m) 0 0 (n) 0 0 (o) 0 0 (p) 0 0 (q) 0 0 (r) 0 0 (s) 0 0 (t) 0 0 (u) 0 0 (v) 0 0 (w) 0 0 (x) 0 0 (y) 0 0 (z) 0 0

(ii) Lower Register: Man adoring, with "...before above him..."
XI. 9: Menkhaper, Chief of Horse, Royal Sway.

   (Muse adorning Amenta-Sethi)


(a) Top Register: Qeina = Isis, worshipped by Menkhaper.

(b) Second Register: A common to both fields of tents.
Remaes II, P. Moss: XI. 10, 11. Seti, Chief of Oases; Magetam, Lt. of Charity. III. 21.2

(1) One Deity

(2) Second Register: Series of squatting figures

(3) Third Register: Sixteen squatting figures in 2 rows; (+ 4 women)

(4) Bottom Register: Two-5 women squatting.

C. Charity

133. XI. 11: Magetam, Lt. of Charity


(1) Royal Titles in Centre

(2) Over Figure at Left

(3) Over Figure at Right

(4) Left Register: Centre Panel

11. 12: Ptah-wa, Lt. of Charity, Sedment. OI. 11731. Bruneau, Sedment II. pl. 68.

(1) Fringe at Top of Stela

(2) Left Register: Centre Panel

(3) Each column is often III. a: Bruneau, Sedment II. pl. 68.
XI. 13: Siton heb, Chariteet, Family.

Stela, Aydan. Petrie, Tenth of the Twenty, Ph. 3112.

(a) Date line.
(b) Upper Register. Osiris [Hor], worshipped by S. im, Hor.

Over Man.

(c) Lower Register. (at least) 2 temples, offered to My Nyan.

(d) Upper Office. -

(e) Lower Register. Offered to My Nyan.

Any thing further is lost.

XI. 14: Mercy, Chariteet.

Abu Simbel, Rock Stela No. 20. PM VII, P. 113 (2a), unpublished.

City, Karn, from S. Helotes, Neg. 376, Third courtesy of S. Helotes.

King in Thoth [i.e., Horus], held by Manet.

... (some text is unclear).

XI. 15: Remoes, son, son, son, Chariteet.


(a) Upper Register. Pillladium of Amonheti. Offered by Remoes.

(b) Lower Register. Man, away, - text for text. (Carians), modern, 1877, 327-269.

(c) Lower Register. Offered to My Nyan.

(d) Lower Register. Offered to My Nyan.

E1: Reasonable, doubt ful. 2a: Rogate byHy. 524, only nearest times.
XI. 17: Amenmose, Charioteer.

1. Lintel, Abydos, BM. 1651. BM X, 55, 6, H. 9, 19 (1939), 184, 3, 57-58, 1913, 182.


XI. 18: To, Scribe of Pharaoh's Chariot Horse.

1. Wooden Sealed Palette, BM. 55 14, Lixville, JEA 18 (1932), 1, 57, 1911, 12.


XI. 19: Amenmose, Scribe of Chariot Horse.


Royal Statue, adored by Man.

I. Over Man. 

2. Statue.
XI.20: Amenemope, Steward of the Residence


XI.21: Huy, Charior of Stable of R. II


XI.22: Nefer-ebu, Steward of the Residence


Cross-reference: See also BM 166, IV 75, II 17, 388.28.13, 389.27.43.
XI. 24: Thatmose, Chief of Horse:

1. Tintale, Hermopolis, Rueder, MDAIK 7 (1937), p. 33, pl. 10A.

In front, kneeling man adores [King—his Scribe].

XI. 25: [Name lost], Charactes:

1. Rosicrucia, Victoria Museum, Uppsal. T. Sina-Sinuhe, Zwei ägyptische

2. [Name of Ancestor]. Rosicrucia in Sais.[2.3] 1919, 99 ff., fig. 44.

2². This graph has been added over Act. 15². Hobels, p. 47, then reads T—

3. As if 'Menna—knew' preferred.
XI. 26: [ ]-menu, Stabelmaster

1. Abu Simbel, Rock Stela No. 18. Unpublished: copy now from site photo, and courtesy of [name].

(a) Upper Register: Three deities adored by small figure.

(b) Worshipper. [Symbol] [Symbol] [Symbol] [Symbol] [Symbol]

(c) Lower Register: (insert)

(d) [Symbol] [Symbol] [Symbol] [Symbol] [Symbol]

XI. 27: Khons, Stabelmaster


D. Standard-Bearer.

135. XI. 28: Akhpet.

1. P. Cairo G 5805, Berlin, Egypt. Stela I, pl. 4-5. VII.

52-53: Inserted above the line over and at the
XI. 29: Huy, *Hapy-Commander* - Standard Bearer


(1) Right Side, Temple Door. (2) [Image of relief].


(4) Middle Register: Seated Couple, Offered to by 3 Men, 2 Women.

(5) Officers.

(6) Bottom Register: Seated Couple, Offered to by Men, 3 Men, 2 Women.

(7) Middle Register: Seated Couple, Offered to by Man, Left Blank.

(8) Officers.

XI. 30: Ramose, Standard-Bearer

1. Stele, Cairo JHE 87832 (quint.). I. Hakluyt, ANE (1952), 223-5, pl. 33.

(1) Upper Register: Royal Statue, Offered incense by King.

(2) Lower Register: Seated Man, with Standard (sceptre), Left after him.

(3) Officers.

XI. 31: Amonia, Standard-Bearer of Queen Haya.


(1) Upper Register: Royal Statue, Offered incense by King.

(2) Lower Register: Seated Man, with Standard (sceptre), Left after him.

(3) Officers.

XI. 32: Nebunaten, Standard-Fan-Bearer.

1. Stele, Akhena 505, Rosetta, RIHAO 1 (177), p. 103, fig. 3 - Plate 4, p. 91.

(1) Upper Register: Seated Royal Figure and Seated Dog, offerings; Seated Fellow-headed dog, Seated Dog.

(2) Lower Register: Seated Fellow-headed dog; Seated Fellow-headed dog.

(3) Officers.
XXXIII. XII. 133. Nefertari, Army Scribe.


(a) Upper Register. Royal Statue, adored by King.

(b) Above - behind King. Obelisk, adored by Man.

(c) Above - behind Statue. Obelisk, adored by Man.

(d) Upper Register. Offerings, Text, Knobbed Man adoring.

(a) Stela, Berlin Museum Inv. 156. Berlin, Kemi, 11 (1950) 29-107, Fig. 14a. Berlin, p. 271.

III. 35. Sety, Chief Army Scribe.

1. Stela. Turin "172". Mayer, RT IV (1883) p. 137, 58x\.
Royal Statues, offered to by Man - military dress.

XI. 38: 'AR(3), Good Judge of Company RII. Hapi, Maat.

1. Stela, BM.290, James, BMHT IX, p.13, pl. 48.1.

2. Upper Register - Osiris with Isis, Nephtys, adored by Man.

3. Lower Register - Two Men - Two Women, adoring.

XI. 39 - Nebmaatre, High-Patron - Commander.

1. Graffito, Schaeffer, P.M. XV, 291; de Morgan, Cat. des Mas, I, 96, M. 187.

Man adores cartouches of R.II.

XII. 41 - Ramessesnakht, Army - Scribe.


2. Graffito, Schaeffer, 179, p. 232, fig. 1; Kees, pl. 1, fig. 23, pl. 26.
XII. 1.1: [Name Lost], Family Commander

1. Domjandy, Sinai TV 223. Unpublished; copy only.

XII. 1.4: Other Ranks

137. XII. 1.2: [Name Lost], Trumpeter


E. Other Ranks


F. Other Ranks

XI. 1.5: Amenemhet, Soldier.


Stela (regular) issued by Amen. (regular) issued by Amen.

138.

XI. 1.6: A 'Regimental Stela'.


(a) Upper Register:
   King offers prayer to Amun, Mut (?), Khnum, (all three)
   (b) Middle Register:
   'I' above - Behind King
   (c) Lower Register:
   Amun (?), (other) (? - (footnote).

4, 123: Completely erased, but traces visible. 1/2: Very uncertain traces.
Other Ranks

110.

XII. 5: Tombs—[?]. British Museum


(a) Upper Register: Seated figure Amun-Ra.

(b) Lower Register: Kneeling man adores Amun.

Category XII: Transport, etc.

111.

XIII. 1: Name lost, Stela of Pharaoh.


Red, adored by man (a military type?);

XIII. 2: *A-nekhtu, Chief (60x60x60).


Royal Statue adored by man.

(e) Statue:

(f) Man:

XIII. 3: Amenemheph, Wife


XIII. 4: Parentage, Mother


(a) Left Register: Osiris; Isis, worshipped by man—wife.

(b) Middle Register: Horus worshipped by man—mother.

(c) Bottom Register: [Entwined hair], adoring:

16th: Blank space for man's name, never carved.

XIII. 5: Dakhluni, MDkh.


(a) Osiris, worshipped by man.

(b) Man, - (d) 𓊍 𓊋 𓊱 𓊒 𓊓 𓊔 𓊕 𓊖 𓊗 𓊘 𓊙 𓊚 𓊛 𓊜 𓊝 𓊞 𓊟 𓊠.


(i) Fat of Donor Pile.

(b) Face, Left Side:

(c) Face, Right Side:


(i) 𓊍 𓊋 𓊌 𓊍 𓊎 𓊏 𓊐 𓊑 𓊒 𓊓 𓊔 𓊕 𓊖 𓊗 𓊘 𓊙 𓊚 𓊛 𓊜 𓊝 𓊞 𓊟 𓊠.

(b) Ground Bar, - (c) 𓊍 𓊎 𓊏 𓊐 𓊑 𓊒 𓊓 𓊔 𓊕 𓊖 𓊗 𓊘 𓊙 𓊚 𓊛 𓊜 𓊝 𓊞 𓊟 𓊠.
III, 270

Funerary Cone, Pasargad IMAF VIII 1029 = Davies, M. E. A., 1934, p. 162.

Funerary Cone, Pasargad IMAF VIII 1029 = Davies, M. E. A., 1934, p. 162.

XIV. 2. Name lost - Ptolemaic, Chief of Works


(i) Upper Register, Beque of Isis, rendered by King.

(ii) King...

(iii) King...

12. Possibly a kneeling figure is lost at bottom right (cf. Hiram); if so, then only 1/2 to 1/3 is preserved of each of (ii), (iii), and only about 2 groups left at ends of (ii). (ii) - (i) (Generic). 30. A Bird. 31. Scarab amulet. 32. 10, 32.

with Bars. 19. Pot nothing more lost, between (ii) and (iii), if so.
XIV. 3: Amonamone, Chief of Work of Medjayu, of Medjayu.


(i.) Inscription:

(ii.) Inscription:

(iii.) Series of Figures: Texts around entire Block.

Key Plan: [Diagram]


(i) Stitches on Shoulders. (M. 120. 01. 02. 05)

(ii) Nattle-Foul protecting King("Eye of Osiris"). (M. 120. 01. 02. 05)

(iii) Stitches, Upper Front of Statue. (M. 120. 01. 02. 05) - (iv) On Right of Statue.

(v) Stitches on Statue's Right Side. (M. 120. 01. 02. 05)

(vi) "Eye on Statue's Left Side. ~ (Not available.)

3. Votive Vessel, Deir el-Bahri.


(a) Upper Front. (M. 120. 01. 02. 05) - (b) Upper Right Knee.

(b) Bottom Right Knee. (M. 120. 01. 02. 05) - (c) Bottom of Statue.

(c) Bottom of Statue. (M. 120. 01. 02. 05) - (d) Bottom Right Knee.

(d) Bottom Left Knee. (M. 120. 01. 02. 05) - (e) Bottom Left Knee.
III, 276

6. Fragments of Red Sandstone Sarcophagus, W. Thebes

A. Cairo Museum, Inv. 38338. Embell. Kitchen, Sect. A, 267, 268, Fig. 14, p. 413, No. 162.

1) Text before Disseminated.
2) Text after Disseminated.

1) Seated Man at Base of Jamb.

2) Seated Man at Base of Jamb.

3) Seated Man at Base of Jamb.

4) Seated Man at Base of Jamb.

5) Seated Man at Base of Jamb.

6) Seated Man at Base of Jamb.


8) Osiris - 101 - 92

9) Amenophis adoring.

10) Amenophis adoring.

11) Amenophis adoring.

12) Amenophis adoring.
144. XIV. 4: Paser, Chief of King's Builders.


(a) Top Register: Osiris (left) - (Name) - (Name of Paser, son of Osiris).

(b) Inside: (Name) - (Paser) - (Name) - (Name).

(c) Bottom: (Names) - (Names).

2. Cross-Reference: For Paser's sister Tyneui, see below Category XXVII.1.

145. XIV. 5: Maiana, Chief of Works.

1. Stela, N.W. of Chefren's Pyramid, Judson, JSTOR, P. 219, for full references.

(a) Top Register: Chemichel, 12, 4, 21, 20; BM 33, 112, 1; Bruges, 83, p. 12; Pahl, 85, p. 57; Naghibi, CLE 29 (1952), p. 23.

(b) Bottom Register: At left, seated Tyneui; Essay; At right, Ra (Name) - (Names) - (Names).

(c) Middle Register: (Names).

(d) Bottom Register: At left, seated Tyneui; Essay; At right, Ra (Names) - (Names).
XIV. 6: Mennom-Rehy, Chief of Works.

XIV. 7: Amenmore, Chief of Works.

XIV. 8: Nebnakht, Chief of Works. See above, p. 260-261.

C. Temples: Priesthood, Staff. Administration.

Category XV: High Priests of Amun in Thebes.

XV. 1: Nebwenenof, High Priest of Amun.


2. Nebwenenof appointed High Priest of Amun, before King-Queen.


1. Statue, Cairo, C.C. 1, 157; from Karnak excavated. PH II, p. 115-53.

J. Saquin, Statues et Statuettes des dieux et particuliers, II, pp. 25-26, pl. 11; British Museum, Department of Egypt, O.G. 54, P. 15, 1933. (Indicated by "XV").

(i) Fissures on Amen-thon Egyptian.
(ii) Fissures on left shoulder.
(iii) New Text.

2. References. If this figure is the former Vizier, then p. 36 above, pp. 1-36, and Vol. I, p. 285-301.


1. Theban Tomb No. 35. PH II, p. 61-63.

(a) Drawings: Bread Hall to Long Hall. PH II, p. 62 (5).

89. 49. Sign by hand supplied by W. Janssen, M. Corteborg.
B. Other Theban Priests (East)

XVI. 2. Amenophis, God’s Father of Mut

1. Theban Tomb No. 203. P.M. I, II, p. 303; Egyptian MS 263 used by hand copying by the Egypt Insitute.


XVI. 3: Amenemhab, High Priest of Khons.

1. Theban Tomb No. 25. P.M. II, p. 62; Sylphides (Hypothetical) of the Third Tombs of Thebes, p. 78.


A. Clergy of Amun.

XVI. 1: Amen, God’s Father of Amun.

1. Theban Tomb No. 168. P.M. I, II, p. 278; Egyptian MS 223 used by hand copying by the Egypt Institute.


149. XVII. 2: Amun, God’s Father of Amun.
XVI. 4: Usermontu, High Priest of Thoth and Montu

1. Thoth Tomb No. 382. PM2 III, p. 35; Turke, ASSAE 30 (1933), pp. 121-130.
2. See references: (a) Turke; (b) Berlin, P. 3097, 1-5; Turke, p. 202-19.
3. See also: Tomb II of family; see also: III of family; see also: I of family; see also: II of family; see also: IV of family.

C. Learned "Temple- Scribes"

150. XVI. 5: Amenemhat and Family

1. Thoth Tomb No. III. PM2 I, p. 239. Copies by Kees, as also by (C. E. A. Mace), courtesy Dept. of Egyptology, University of Liverpool; also by (T. E. Hold), courtesy Dept. of Egyptology, University of Liverpool; also by T. E. Hold, unpublished.

(a) Ceiling (1st Room), Central Line. Vignette from Papyrus F. 2972-74, plus Mondy.

(b) Ceiling, Marginal Line (at C). Vignette, from Papyrus E. 2972-76, plus Mondy.

III, 302

III, 303
Ramesses II, P.Maus: XVI.5; Amarna—Family.  Louvre C.210

2. Stela Louvre C.210. "Friend, commoner without". Figure II, 111-125.

5. (ii) Upper Register: Osiris (-), adored by couple, youth—girl.
6. (iii) Upper Register: (ii) Over couple—(iv) Over couple.

10. (iii) Upper Register: Eleven people [4 men; 2 women; 1 pair of women; 1 woman].

15. (iv) Left at Base. (v) Right at Base.

Administration, Estates

151. XVI.6: Setau, High Steward of Amun.

1. Stela, BM 351. See above, under Setau as Viceroy, (p. 90).
XVI.7: Amonemheb, High Steward of Amun.

1. [Handwritten notes]

2. [Handwritten notes]

3. [Handwritten notes]

4. [Handwritten notes]
(vi) Scenes at Base.

At left, probably temple offered to by a man. [Indistinctly legible].

At right, a scene offers to Amnonope, seated.

(c) Over Amnonope: 

(d) First doorway, left hand Inner Bastet, seated. 

(e) Temple.
(e) **Stele, Boula Bollad (Heliopolis) and Hill** (Right Side)


Scene: Seti I, North. Various texts only partially legible.

(f) **Stele, Boula Bollad (Heliopolis)**


Main Text...

are very rarely damaged, showing just times isolated graphs into 11.)

1a:11, 12, 13; uncertain, along with below. 3a: 1, 2, partly cut artefacts. 7a: 1, 2, partly cut artefacts. 15a: 1, 2, mostly damaged.
152. XVI.8: Thutmose, High Steward of Amun.


(a) Head of Central Figure -
(b) Men's Right Shoulder -
(c) Face of Right of Central Figure -
(d) Head of Right of Central Figure -
(e) Verner's Right of Central Figure -

XVI. 8. Hutmose, Tomb 32, etc.

III. 318


3. Tomb of Amun, Tomb 387. PM II, p. 487; unpublished.

XVI. 9. Meryptah, Royal Tomb 387, etc.

1. Tomb of Amun, Tomb 387. PM II, p. 487; unpublished.


Remesses II, Pt. Marc.: XVI, 10: Merynkh, Nebamun-jaro. III, 320


(a) Side Scene. Nebamun for Harendt?

(b) Side Scene. Nebamun for Harendt.

(c) Side, rear and front text (all el., text).


(c) Embellishments.


(a) Entrance - Doorway. RM II, I, p. 236, unpublished.

(b) Outer lintel, central cartouche. Photo, Khr. E. 1825.

(c) Left thickness. Photo, Khr. E. 1825.

(iii) Right thickness. Photo, Khr. E. 1825.

153. XVI, 10: Nebamun-jaro, Tommy Smith, Estate of Anuwn.
I. Scene I: N and Hig are served by officers.

II. Scene II: [N and Hig] with large table of offerings.

III. Scene III: [N and Hig: served by officers].

(f) Hall, Front Wall (left), Lower Register.

1. N receives guests in a hall of offerings. 19. 3. 28th (20) May, year 1827.

(g) Upper Bandeau.

(h) Lore Bandeau. 194 - Rest is very damaged.

(ii) Hall, Front Wall (left), Lower Register. 20th, Funera (inscription: "New Friends")

Reign of 2nd Int. 19 Int. From St. Nereus, 28 DE 1837. All (15)
In each Register, Sinutah stated it first; text is retrograde; Mut at right.
155. XVI. 12: Tutuia, Superintendent of Temple of Amun.
1. Plague (Prayer). Text, kind courtesy of Dr. J. Millik.

(XVI. 13: Shemose, Chief of Watch 20th Place-South Amun.
See below, under Category XXVI.)

156. XVI. 14: Amunemw, Scribe Temple, R.I. Beloved like Amun.
1. Theban Tomb No. 33, unpublished. BM I. I, p. 119-120.


administration, services—benevol.

158. XVI. 16: Mose, Chief of Royal Works, Monument of Amun.

1. Theban Tomb No. 187. PM I, p. 13, titles from 'Mose, husband of Nefertari, Son of Yuya' and 'Yuya of Thebes, p. 23.


159. XVI. 17: Nakht-Haty, Chief of Extermination, Soldier of Amun.


(a) Outer Temple, Left Temple, Epy, Ward.

(b) Treasury, Left (L) inner thickness. PM I, p. 671, No. 24.

(c) 2 lines lost. 0 [= 9 graphs, lost] [?]

(d) Sutter, Below (L) PM II, p. 7. Tenet over Night. Copy by Hesk.

(e) 0, 0 [?]

(f) Broad Hall, Right (L) Hall, End Wall. PM II, p. 7, Tenet of Amun and God, Gardiner.

(g) Broad Hall, Right (L) Hall, End Wall. PM II, p. 7, Tenet of Amun and God, Gardiner.

(h) Broad Hall, Right (L) Hall, End Wall. PM II, p. 7, Tenet of Amun and God, Gardiner.

(i) O, O [?]

(j) O, O [?]

(k) O, O [?]

(l) O, O [?]

(m) O, O [?]

(n) O, O [?]

(o) O, O [?]

(p) O, O [?]

(q) O, O [?]

(r) O, O [?]

(s) O, O [?]

(t) O, O [?]

(u) O, O [?]

(v) O, O [?]

(w) O, O [?]

(x) O, O [?]

(y) O, O [?]

(z) O, O [?]
I, 350

(1) Inner Room, Near North Pt. (2) No. 46, from Pt. (3) "Entrance to Mortuary Temple"

(4) "Entrance Hall, Left" (5) Hall, Near N. Wall (6) Architectural Text

Kitchen, JEA 60 (1974), p. 18-170, fig. 1; own copy, photo E. 1380-1.

(7) Very large gap

(8) Large gap. 8 Barques lost

(9) Large loss + traces of at least 5 doors

(10) Register 1 (bottom): 13 Doorways with segmented line of Tant over them.

(11) [Various hieroglyphs and diagrams]

8a: [Diagram] 8b: [Diagram] 8c: [Diagram] 8d: [Diagram] 8e: [Diagram] 8f: [Diagram]

197. [Commentary by C. F. Vermeule]
Remesses II, Palms XVI.14-18, Coschet, Tombs LXXIII.352-353

(i) Register II (Top Section): 26 doorways, 5 doorways, 7 A doorways, with text above them.

(ii) Vertical Line of Right of Reg. II (Continuation from Reg. III.)

(iii) Register III (Below Left): Series of Portable Sacred Barques (All names lost) - text unclear.

(iv) Below 1st Barque at Right: Text lost.

(v) Between Last 2 Barques at Left: Text lost.

(vi) Behind Last Barque at Left: Text lost.

(vii) Register IV (at Right): Series of Portable Sacred Barques (Only 24 bars left).

Over 1st Present Barque at Left: Text lost.

Doorway, Right (5) Inner Thickness, 6th Register: Text lost at Right.

Rest of line lost, except for text.

(ii) Over Second

B. Schott, "Die ägyptische Rest von Westanta, 1952, p. 76 (350), No. 11.
Category XVII: Other Priests, Officials, Staff, W. Thebes

A. The Ramessum

(i) Poets

(ii) High Stewards, Heads of W. Thebes, see above, Categories XVIII, XIX.

161. XVII. 1: Kha-emwaset

162. XVII. 2: Priests of Anubus

162. XVII. 3: Amenemope, Priest, Scribe, Scribe of Ramessum.

Theban Tomb No. 177. PM², I, I, p. 283.

(a) Inner Doorway, Right Panel, Texts: PM² of (a); unpublished; copy V.K.

(b) Ceiling, Bandeau-Texts. Copy V.K.; photo E.1823.

(c) Entrance-Texts. Copy V.K.; photo E.1823.

(d) Ceiling, Bandeau-Texts. Copy V.K.; photo E.1823.

(e) Entrance-Texts. Copy V.K.; photo E.1823.

(f) Ceiling, Bandeau-Texts. Copy V.K.; photo E.1823.

(g) Entrance-Texts. Copy V.K.; photo E.1823.

(h) Ceiling, Bandeau-Texts. Copy V.K.; photo E.1823.

(i) Entrance-Texts. Copy V.K.; photo E.1823.
163. XVII. 6: Ramses-Nagarmun, Priest, etc., etc., of Ramesum.


Side I. (i) Barque of Amun-Herakhte.

(ii) Line of hat & sal & barque.

Side II. Over a line of text (v), a kneeling man, adoring (v).

Side III. Osiris, Isis, Nephys, (v) (v) (v) (v) (v) (v)

(i) Line below.

Side IV. Over a line of text (ii), a kneeling man, adoring (ii).

164. XVII. 5: Nebmehyt, Priest in the Ramesum.


"Letters of Queenet."

(b) Causing, Bondau, etc. (ii) Re, Margin. 1. Loss. 2. Loss. 3. Loss. 4. Back Line

(iii) Line above. 1. Loss. 2. Loss. 3. Loss. 4. Back Line

(c) Line above. 1. Loss. 2. Loss. 3. Loss. 4. Back Line

165. XVII. 6: Nakhtamun, Chief of the Attar, Ramesum.


Side I. (i) Barque of Amun-Herakhte.

(ii) Barque of Amun-Herakhte.

Side III. Osiris, Isis, Nephys, (v) (v) (v) (v) (v) (v)

(i) Line below.

Side IV. Over a line of text (ii), a kneeling man, adoring (ii).
Ramesseum, Pellez: XVII. 6: Nakhtamun, Tomb 341. III, 362

Bread Hall, Left Half, Lower Register, South End, Rear Wall; Funerary Formulae

Ramesseum, Pellez: XVII. 6: Nakhtamun, Tomb 341. III, 363

(d) Bread Hall, Left Hall, Rear Wall - Temple adobe, Kerikeri, emerging from the hill.

Over Heroes - (1) [Foot noted]

(e) Inner Room, Left-Rand, First Side Wall: Upper Register, East of Talatat 32.

Over Funerary - (1)

(f) Over Funerary. (2) [Foot noted]
Remesses II, P.Mery XIV.10. Tja, Relief BM 1957-7-2; Lomnos IV.1837 III, 368


M. Mercier, Inscriptions Résiduelles au Musée National de Copenhague, 1910, p. 22-23, f. 18, 18, 18, 22, 22, 22.
172. XVII. 13: Amenemhat, Chief Scribe, Ramessum.

1. Stele BM 132, of another Hor. James, BMHT IX, p. 53, pl. 45 f. 38. Ph.

173. XVII. 16: Bekanamun, Chief of Cattle, Ramessum.

1. Stele BM 132, of another Hor. James, BMHT IX, p. 53, pl. 45 f. 38. Ph.

1. Tragedy, Schedel-Stone, Temple of Sed-Uno.


XVII. 23: Nebmehyt, Scribe of Raemitsi, Ramesses.

1. Theban Tomb No 140. PM, I, p. 271; Carter-Teilgat; foret. Tombs. (2033). Name Title (from 140).

176. XVII. 24: Nebemehyt, Chief of Weras, Ramesses.

1. Theban Tomb No 133. PM, I, p. 247; Davis - Sede; Four Tombs Tendered (2033). PM, I, 37 - 38, 357. and Agh. (2033).

(1) Bread Hall, Right Wall, End Wall. PM, I, 8, 9. Partly damaged; partially, damage.

177. XVII. 25. Piay, Chief of Workmen, Ramessum

1. Theban Tomb No. 263. PM, I, p. 344-5.
2. Internal Hall, Small Middle. PM, II. By description photo E. 1896.
4. Left Scene, Man.
5. Right Scene, Man.
6. Outer Doorway. PM, I, II. A Right "Rekhset, also Hawara. Later. 1896.
7. Left Scene, Man.
8. Right Scene, Man.
9. Women playing sistra. (C. E.)
(i) Over Nedjamen - Attendant.

(ii) Office +

(iii) \[ \text{Over Office} \]

(iv) Braed Hall, Right half End Wall

(v) Temple.

(vi) Office.

(vii) In describing, Paint Wall, Bottom Register, Pri at (vii) Priest Super Temple.

(viii) Over Temple.


Top Register: Osiris, Isis, Horus, Thoth (all ?), adored by Men.

Middle Register: "The Second Man, behind kneeling man addressed by a Tree-goddess..."

3rd Register: Seven men, squatting (?)

Bottom Register: "Traces of squatting figures."


8a. Birch, x = 34 = 1; more like 34a. Or 6 men = 1 woman.


Middle Register: "[...], attached to Ramessum."


XVII. 30. [...], [attached to] Ramessum.

1. On Stele of Army-Scribe Nebum and Aby-romanat (?) Ramessum area.


Top Register: "Soffed, Amonat, god blessed (==) addressed by 7 men."

Middle Register: "Djetites, officials."

Bottom Register: Seven women with sister, etc.


1. On Stele of Army-Scribe Nebum and Aby-romanat (?). Ramessum area.


Top Register: "Soffed, Amonat, god blessed (==) addressed by 7 men."

Middle Register: "Djetites, officials."

Bottom Register: Seven women with sister, etc.

15a: Perhaps read this as 21?
E. Cult of Other West-Theban Temples—1st

1. Cult of Amenophis I

183. XVII. 32: Amenose, High Priest of Amenophis I.

184. XVII. 33. Baneby, Prophet of Amenophis II.


(a) Seating, East, Baud-Dritter, La Tombeau du Baneby, 1832, pp. 1-2, Fig. 1.

(i) North Bandeau.

(b) Hall, Left half, Rear Wall, Upper Register, P.M. p. 22-23, pp. 81-82.

Punishing Libation at Offering at Pi-Ra-en of Temple of Amanemery.
(a) Sub-Scenes, Offerings to Family. Pt. 1, 3. Left hand Test Wall - Left Test Wall.


(c) Two temples served by Official, two. 0. Over Official. 1-5. Complete set by Official. 6-12. Incomplete set by Official.

(d) Two temples served by Official. 0. Over Official. 1-5. Complete set by Official. 6-12. Incomplete set by Official.


(f) Hall, Right-hand Test Wall. Pt. 1. Other Panels adorned by Family, Joseph,

probably shown a Master - Son - Wife; plus 2 named children.


(h) Hall, Right-hand Test Wall. Pt. 1. Lower Register. 'Inventory of Foundation of

Joseph, Master. Inscribed by Joseph, Master, with 2 Sons

(i) 2 sons.

(j) Hall, Right-hand Test Wall. Pt. 1. Lower Register. 'Inventory of Foundation of

Joseph, Master. Inscribed by Joseph, Master, with 2 Sons

(k) 2 sons.

(l) Temple - Standards. (3 identical).
Ramesses II, P.M.ers. XVII. 35, 36. Sher-Je (Tot 21) - X Stela

186. XVII. 36: [Name Left], Official of Temple of Hathor.(III)


(ii) On Right Shoulder

(iii) Statuette's Left Arm (Small), Side-Panel

(iii) Statuette's Left Arm (Small), Side-Panel

(For Huy, Steward of Temple of Queen Nefertiti, see Volume III, p. 186, 510 (XVIII. 9))

Ramesses II, P.M.ers. XVIII. 1, 2: Huy, Pakhetmutet, High Priest of Peh

Category XVIII: High Priest of Peh in Memphis

187. XVIII. 1: Huy, High Priest of Peh


XVIII. 2: Pakhetmutet, High Priest of Peh

1. Statue in honor of the deceased, see Van Voorst, Egypt. 17 (1893) p. 21-23 (Fig. 1) 22, 2. 12, 13, etc. Copy is described.

(i) Front of Statue (Small), Right Edge

(ii) Front of Statue, Right Edge

(iii) Statuette's Left Arm (Small), Side-Panel

(iv) Statuette's Left Arm (Small), Side-Panel

(a) Several monuments given here may belong to - Stela of XIX, Dynasty 19 (See Vol. 19)
188. XVIII. 3: Didia, High Priest of Pithô


189. XVIII. 7: Horii son of (Name), Khâtemuâwet, High Priest of Pithô


2/3 and 2 3/4: these signs are common to both texts.
Category XIX: Other Priests, Officials, Cults, Memphis

1. Priests

190. XIX. 1: Ptahmose, Jfd, Letter to Pish

I. Statue

1. Black granite statue, Saggara, Leiden D. 45. Bower, Beschrijving

ii. Dated by cartouche of Ramesses II [triumphal not given].

II. Treasurers, Officials of Pish, Royal Cult

191. XIX. 2: Ptahemnana, Treasurer of Ramesses, in Memphis


IV. XIX. 3: Pish, Scribe of Treasures, etc.
Remoases II, Pillar XIX. I: Moses, Tomb, Pillar IV, E Wall. III, 424

Side 3: More, support pillar (II).

Side 4: More, reading.

(i) Before Moses:

(ii) Before Moses:

(iii) Before Moses:

(ii) Over Moses:

The Great Legal Text.


(continues on the right page)
The South Wall Text: The main text, 5.1-16, Loc. 424, and Gardiner's text (p. 124-125, above). Now Saballa, Memphite Tomb of More, 1977, p. 24-25, pl. 62-63, with Figs. 56-57 (old photos). End-text, see corner of the text, 5.1-12 (meaning of figure of Pharaoh), Anthes, MBK 7 (1940), 118-111, figure, and now Saballa, 4th loc. 23, pl. 38.
Scene I

(i) Over Judges

(ii) Over Scrib

(iii) Over Man, Triumphant

(iv) De Man behind Man

(v) De Man behind Man

Scene II

E. Fragment of Long Horizontal Text for above Left-hand Register

Gaballa, a. cit., pp. 3, 10, pl. 149, "Sum 26" (from a sum copy), pl. 2.

Unknown amount lost

Unknown amount lost

Unknown amount lost
III. Various Scribes

193. XIX.5: Nashuy, Scribe.

1. Graffito, Year 34. Chapel of Pyramid of Khafre, Sakkara.
   Fragment of Pyramid of Pharaoh, Sakkara, 1133, p. 123, p. 110.

194. XIX.6: Bethamun, Son of Yek, Scribe.


---

6a. Or better, \( \text{\textbullet} \) (after Bernofsky, 1967.
6b. Or better, 1967.
6c. Or better, 1967.

15. Or better, 1967.
195. XIX. 78. Name of Wep day of Wel, Son of Sekh

1. "In Year 10 of Userkaf, in the reign of Snefru, King of Egypt,
   "in the reign of Djedefre, King of Egypt,
   "in the reign of Unas, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Cheops, King of Egypt,
   "in the reign of Chephren, King of Egypt,
   "in the reign of Mycerinus, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Shepseskaf, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Sneferu, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy I, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy II, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Unas, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Cheops, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Chephren, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Mycerinus, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Shepseskaf, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Sneferu, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy I, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy II, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Unas, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Cheops, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Chephren, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Mycerinus, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Shepseskaf, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Sneferu, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy I, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy II, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Unas, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Cheops, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Chephren, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Mycerinus, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Shepseskaf, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Sneferu, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy I, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy II, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Unas, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Cheops, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Chephren, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Mycerinus, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Shepseskaf, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Sneferu, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy I, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy II, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Unas, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Cheops, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Chephren, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Mycerinus, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Shepseskaf, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Sneferu, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy I, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy II, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Unas, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Cheops, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Chephren, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Mycerinus, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Shepseskaf, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Sneferu, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy I, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy II, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Unas, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Cheops, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Chephren, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Mycerinus, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Shepseskaf, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Sneferu, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy I, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy II, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Unas, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Cheops, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Chephren, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Mycerinus, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Shepseskaf, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Sneferu, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy I, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Pepy II, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Unas, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Cheops, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Chephren, King of Egypt.
   "in the reign of Mycerinus, King of Egypt.
Category XX: High Priest of Re

199.

XX.1: Bak, Royal Chancellor, High Priest of Re


XX.1: Bak, Hioph Priest of Re

A Scene. Osiris is offered incense: libation and offerings by Bak.

1. Limestone Stele, with tableau Khâ-mu]-pa. Berlin, Inv. 2.

M. I. Mourni, op. cit., p 5 ff, t. IV. 1.
Ramesses II, P.Mans; XXI.1-2: Psammetik, Huti, Helipolites

III, 442

201. Category XXI: Helipolites Other Stuff

XXI.1: Psammetik, Steward of R.2 Temple (R2)


XXI.2: Huti (?), Chief of Battle of R.2 Temple (R2)

1. Stela, Deir el-Bahri (Metropolitan). Petrie, Egypt. -Rifel, p. 99; 10. 27ti. 2. A Upper Register: c. 11-22, Revised by Mr.

XX.1: Menyatem, Prince, High Priest of R3


XX, 4: Psahotef, Vizier, High Priest of R3

Category XXII. Cults in Lower Egypt - Abydos.

204.  XXII.1: Mama, King's Scribe, Temple of R3.


(i) Statue.

(ii) Men.

XXII.2: Maja, Scribe of Temple of Min.


(ii) Statue. 

(ii) Men. 

XXII.3: Bakenamun, Chief Sculptor of Ant. of Beersheba.


A. Upper Register: Foreman, on plat, under the 17, with offerings.

B. Lower Register: Knapping, Men, adoring. 

Download PDF
XXII. 4: Uachte, Outline Instructus of Amen-

   - Royal Statue, Offered by Amen.
   - Statua-
   - Man: (a) 10 91 4 1 7 3 1 5 8 9 7 8 8 9 8.

XXII. 5: Peremety, Chief of Kmt (et al.)

   - Offered by Man.

XXII. 6: Klos, Sandal-maker, Temple of Beth-

   - Statue offered by Man.

XXII. 7: Nebamon (or title)


XXIII. 2: Wemunfer, High Priest of Avis.

   - Figure of Mary
   - Or Head, Left:
   - (iii) Cotton, pl. xxvii, 8, 10.


Category XXIII: Abydos, High Priest of Avis - Other Staff
Standing Statue (and kneel), holding standards - Neter-wadjet.

Athens National Museum, Inv. (Eg.) 106. Louvre, Musée, Antiquités Égyptiennes.


(i) Estimable on W. Portal - (ii) On Neter-Stand.

(iii) On Neter-Stand - (iv) 4 o'clock, 4 o'clock.

Right. - (v) Behind W. Right Arm. Neter-Stand.

(vi) Behind W. Left Arm. Acacia Stadard.

(vii) Text on Surface adjoining (vi).

(viii) Black Left Edge - (ix) Black Left Edge.
1. Bearded fragment of Steatite (?) of Woman of Aydet. PM V. 47, Inagary.

2. Second fragment.

3.都没有fracture. (Fragment 1+2).

4. Second fragment.

5. Sculptural fragment, text naming Ramesses II, Aydet. PM IV. 47.

6. Fragment (Fragment 3+4).


8. [Handwritten notes]

9. [Handwritten notes]

10. [Handwritten notes]

11. [Handwritten notes]

12. [Handwritten notes]

13. [Handwritten notes]
Romanesque I, F. Menu. XIX. 2: Wennerberg, Abidos, fragments. III, 458

1. Tomb Chapel Fragments, Abidos. 330 B.C. 7th Dynasty.


1. Relief lower part of Figure. Maspero, p. 37, no. 1.

2. Above which, a text may be lost. From the opposite, Mary. 9th. Work above a figure of a woman. 10th. Book of the Dead, Chapter 125, 10th, 6th, 8th, rather than 8th.

III, 459


2. First Figure只想 (a) from above Abidos Fakhr, added by Mer. 12.

3. Right Eye, Marginal line. 3.

4. (i) Right Hand Figure. [All texts lost]. (ii) Right Hand Figure. 3.

5. Upper text. 3. Right Hand Figure. 3.

6. Upper text. 3. Right Hand Figure. 3.

7. Very large. Loss. 3.

8. Relief. 3. Right. 3.

1. Fragment of Dendera, VCL. From a. de J ste. [ didn't transcribe.

XXIII. 10: Sesh, Steward of R I. Temple.

1. Stela, from Saggara, [no date or location]. LDT, I, 17, middle. (a)

XXIII. 11: Hatray, Steward of R I. Temple.

Cross-Reference: See above, p. 209. 10-11 (which should be page 1).


1. Stela (limestone), Agydet, Cairo JE 21801. Sollberger, BIFAO 7:1 (1972), p. 137-147, fig. 5, pl. 27; a copy, scene.


XXIII. 14: P. and C. A. R. High Priest of E 0. Osiris.

1. Inscribed Vase, Agydet; Brussels E 579. P. X. 80; Amarna Novellas, Fantasy 2 1817, p. 297-3s; fig. 57. 77; Sollberger, loc. cit. 221; novelty p. 502-3.

(i) Right hand Text.

(ii) Left hand Text.

(iii) Over Gdris.
Category XXIV: High Priest of Orisis, etc., at Abydos

212. XXIV. 1: Hori, High Priest of Orisis.

1. Cross Reference: See just below, on his son's monuments.

XXIV. 2: Minimose, High Priest of Orisis.

1. Statuette, Holley Section, Cairo, Cat. 1203, Borchardt Section 516.

Statuette, XIV, p. 143, 145; Legrain, CR 7 (1911), p. 33-34; Document 31. 5


On Foot:

1. On Right Arm.

2. On Left Side.
XXIV. 3: Ankhmose, High Priest of Amon

Reference: See Volume IV, Category XXIV (Rebuscript)

213. XXIV. 4: Paired to, Sheik of Temples of Deir-El-Bahri.


(i) Tintel, Zucchini.

(ii) Tintel, Sawahl.

2. Red Register, Censor, Las, Horus, adored by Hymn.

(iii) Red Register, Set of Relations.

(iv) Red Register, Set of Relations (Pharaoh) - BM X, 53, Mariette, ibid., p. 79, no. 1132.

XXIV. 3: Ankhmose, High Priest of Amon

Reference: See Volume IV, Category XXIV (Rebuscript)

213. XXIV. 4: Paired to, Sheik of Temples of Deir-El-Bahri.


(i) Tintel, Zucchini.

(ii) Tintel, Sawahl.

2. Red Register, Censor, Las, Horus, adored by Hymn.

(iii) Red Register, Set of Relations.

(iv) Red Register, Set of Relations (Pharaoh) - BM X, 53, Mariette, ibid., p. 79, no. 1132.
Ramesses II. Ptolemy XXIV. - XXV. - Ptolemy XIX. - XIX.

III. 478


First Reference. Listed under Pharaohs, p. 950, N. 1147.

Second Reference. Two couples (-), with - in between the two.

Category XXV. The High Priest of Montu (outside Thebes)

214. XXV. 1: Ramose, High Priest of Montu in Arment.

From Reference. P. 402. 11th (in Theban Tomb 31).

XXV. 2: Hetey, sister.

From Reference. P. 273. 11th (Naples monument).

215. XXV. 3: Aker. To, High Priest of Montu of Thebes.

From Reference. P. 391. 4th. Pisanu (Tomb 31).

XXV. 4: Amenemhet, High Priest of Montu, Sakkas, etc.

From Reference. P. 302. 6th.

Category XXVI: Cults in Middle - Upper Egypt

216. XXVI. 1: Amenemope, High Priest of Seb in Koptos.

From Reference. P. 764. 3921(0).


Base.

D. OTHER SPECIAL GROUPS, THE LIFE IN DEIR EL-MEDINA

Category XXVII. Scholars, Physicians, Other Scribes, etc.

A. Learned Scribes - Scribes.

217. XXVII. 1: Tumure, Chief Scribe, Chief of Works.

From Reference. P. 4188. 9th. 37th.

From Reference. P. 4188. 9th. 37th.

From Reference. P. 4188. 9th. 37th.
2. Statue, Cairo, Gg 1105. Bootholt, Section II, Section IV, p. 58.5.  The pillar is unknown in amount 88, 88, 88.

(ii) Shrine, Left Side.  The unknown amount 88, 88, 88.

(iii) Shrine, Front, Left.  The unknown amount 88, 88, 88.

(iv) Shrine, Right Side.  The unknown amount 88, 88, 88.


---

3. Statue, Tomb, Tomb of the Wall, Cairo, Gg 35-11.  The pillar is unknown in amount 88, 88, 88.

(a) Wall I (cc. 1550).  The face, "Sagger King List."  The pillar is unknown in amount 88, 88, 88.

(b) Wall II (cc. 1550).  The face, "Sagger King List."  The pillar is unknown in amount 88, 88, 88.

---


---

II. 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30.  The unknown amount 88, 88, 88.

---

III. 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30.  The unknown amount 88, 88, 88.

---

IV. 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30.  The unknown amount 88, 88, 88.

---

V. 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30, 30.  The unknown amount 88, 88, 88.
220. XXVII.4, Thutmes, Royal Stela.


2. peas in Petersburg II, B, c. 19-20, XXVI.


4. Upper Register, Seven deities (5) adored by men (6).

5. Rather than 32, 39: Wife is not named. 46: Tom catter lyece.
221. XXVII. 5. Son of Suya: Gallery of the Famous.

1. Tomb chapel, Suya. PM III/2 (Paris) 1970, pp. 371-372; 2 parts of the wall: Bright (foot) and 5001; twenty-first, twenty-third, twenty-sixth, and twenty-seventh, G. Saunders, Fig. 27.
222. XXVII.5: Piwy, Scribe of the Secret Treasury.

1. Statue, BM.446. James, BMHT I, p. 225, 1, b. 18, 18a.
   (i) Painted on Left.
   (ii) On Upper Right Arm.
   (iii) On Lower Belly.

223. XXVII.6: Sioni, Scribe of Bread-Giving.

1. Black Statue, dark granite, Cairo (on Karkas's altar). Cat. 4.218.
   (i) Right Shoulder.
   (ii) Right Side.

5a. Section four, not seen. 8b. 10. Brackets 8b. 10.

1. Votive Limestone Basin, R.I. Temple site, Mit Rahina.


1. Stele, BM.6464.1. Egypt. Rod courtesy of Dr. M. K. Bietrich; see Bietrich, Bulletin E. (Know)
   (i) Upper Register. Amen, Mut-Khons ( ), seated by both ( ).
   (ii) Lower Register. Royal Statue (seated), adored by kneeling man.

228. XXVII.12: Ramose, Scribe.

   pls. 140-162 (verses); J.M. Bietrich, Egyptian Hieroglyphics.
   pls. 28-32 and pl. XXV - XXXVII.

2. A facsimile photograph of original. 115:  
Category XXVIII: Life at Deir el-Medina.

Section A: Collective Sources.

(2) Dated/Batable to Reign/year.

229. A1 Supplies for a Festival of Amun, Year 11

ODM 351r, in Cer, CHVH, X, pl. 1r, with pl. 5.
A.8. Note on Sennacher's Testament, Year 31. ODM 578

Sauneron, OHNL [2011], 159, pl. 6, fig. 12/13.

A.9. Bread-delivery, Year 34. ODM 1447

Černý, OHNL IV, 139, pl. 27. Verso, written after Pa de echh (7).

A.10.鱼食 deliveries, Year 35, etc. A.11. O. Sumerian 21.


A.12. Wood-deliveries, Year 37. ODM 333

Černý, OHNL IV, 137, pl. 31.
A.12. Rations for the Workpeople, Year 38. O. Peter GC. 25, 809.


A.15. Absenteeism List of Workmen, Year 40. O. BM 563+.

(The following lines are spread over double pages, because of their length. The red ink annotation over lines are here given by numbers.)
A.16 Deposition before Judicial, Year 47

O. Turin, Syll. 5941,

now N. 57062. Allam, "Hieratische Göttersagen" 1973, pl. 66:45


Some of the 10 groups lost

Recto

3a: This entry - following ones in red were corrected from text (Ivory plaque, Roy.)

8a: Line cancelling •• is in red. 11ab. 5a: 9.

12a. Separate from p. 80 (C), right of 15a. A word was apparently omitted. 12: 1 gr. 9.
Section A: Collective Sources (cont)

230. I. Document Concerning Chief Workman


[Additional notes follow, including textual entries and references to dates and locations within the Valley of Kings.]
A. 27. Note on the Death of Haremheb

A. 28. From Daughter to her son, daughter to Pharaoh

Hieratische Papyri Berlin, III, II. 35/35, *op cit, O. Berlin. P. 112/17

231. II. Letters.

A. 27. From Day (a) to son, daughter to Pharaoh
The text in the image is in Egyptian hieroglyphs. Translations and interpretations of the hieroglyphs are not provided here as they require specialized knowledge in ancient Egyptian linguistics. The image shows a page from a manuscript or a book with handwritten hieroglyphic script.
A.36. From Sethnakht to his Mother. ODM 119; ḫnt, Odm 75, 37.4.

A.37. From Sethnakht to his Daughter. ODM 324; ḫnt, Odm 122, 37.27.

A.38. From Amenem to Enma. ODM 510; ḫnt, Odm 122, 37.7.


232.

III. Legal Documents

(Oral, suit cases, Wills, divisions of property, etc.)


A.56. Division of property. O. Taris. E. 13157 (21 E. 1425, 4. 31. 3.)

V. Festivals.


From references - cf. above, A.71 (p. 32).

A.71 Fifth Epynic Festival. ODM 127; BM 13299, OHM 74, p. 8.

A.72 Supplies for Festival of Amenophis I. ODM 97; BM 13299, OHM 74, p. 8.
A.74. Letter of Nefer Jr. to Amenophis I.

A.75. List of Festivals-Penitence.

A.76. 'Homeland' Pan-Tent to Tales Amen. - His Festival. O. Fauro, pp. 25-26.

[Supposedly from Nebes - Deiri, confused with Nebes married?]
Cross-References: See also above, p. 508-9 (Art.)

235. VI. Rations, Supplies, Services.

   (i) Water

A78. Streams in Water-supply. OGD 116; King, 174, 66. 2

   A79. Streams in Water-supply. OGD 116; King, 174, 66. 2

   A80. Men, Water, Drink. ODH 60; King, 174, 66. 45. 2

   A81. Grain - Clothing issue. ODH 36; King, 174, 66. 57

236. (ii) Food-supplies - Distribution

   (w) Annual

   A80. Men, Water, Drink. ODH 60; King, 174, 66. 45. 2

   A81. Grain - Clothing issue. ODH 36; King, 174, 66. 57

   A82. Grain - Clothing issue. ODH 36; King, 174, 66. 57

   A83. Grain - Clothing issue. ODH 36; King, 174, 66. 57

   A84. Grain - Clothing issue. ODH 36; King, 174, 66. 57

   A85. Grain - Clothing issue. ODH 36; King, 174, 66. 57

   A86. Grain - Clothing issue. ODH 36; King, 174, 66. 57

   A87. Grain - Clothing issue. ODH 36; King, 174, 66. 57

   A88. Grain - Clothing issue. ODH 36; King, 174, 66. 57

   A89. Grain - Clothing issue. ODH 36; King, 174, 66. 57

   A90. Grain - Clothing issue. ODH 36; King, 174, 66. 57
A. 82. Issue of grain-rations. ODM. 189. Inq. 5th. 52, p. 25.

A. 83. Grain-rations. ODM. 370, Inq. 5th. 5, 8, p. 47.

A. 84. Bread, other supplies. ODM. 611, Inq. 5th. 52, p. 3.

A. 85. Grain-supplies. ODM. 678, Inq. 5th. 52, p. 3.

A. 86. Supplies of bread, grain, etc. O. Michaelides. S. E. 5th. 52, p. 3.

These signs are at a higher level than the rest part of the line.


A. 90. Cloth, Rope, etc. OCM 25810/b; excavation report, p. 47, p. 117, p. 118.


A. 92. "Litte," under Bernew & L. O.
240. B.L. Nebhepetre, son of Nebhepetre the Elder.

1. Theban Tomb No. 15. P.M.L.A. 1913, p. 75.

2. Right half, scene. P.M. I, p. 72.


7. South lower register. Nebhepetre, son of Nebhepetre the Elder.

Ramesses II, XXXIII, B.I.2: Nebnifer Foemen. BM 267

III, 582

3. Stela I, BM 267 Ph2.12, p. 797 (2); James, EMH1, p. 351, il. 371.

(a) Top Register: Death, Kneun, Setw, Amenhotep (4), seated before offerings.

(b) Middle Register: Nebnifer - 3 colleagues (4) kneeling adoring.

(c) Bottom Register: Four more colleagues (4), likewise.

M. M. Graber, Inscriptions hiératiques du Musée National à Copenhague, 1978, p. 30-31. - AL XIV, fig. 18; P2; F2, p. 757, (5).

(a) Upper Register: Amenhotep I - Ahmen-Nefertit (2) seated before offerings.

(b) Lower Register: Two figures (2), of man adoring kneeling.


No. 252. - Figs. 196; P2; T2, p. 727, (6).

Upper Register only: Resheq (2), seated before offerings.
In the image, there are two pages of handwritten text in ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics. The text appears to be a transcription or analysis of a historical or archaeological document, possibly related to ancient Egyptian artifacts or inscriptions. The pages contain detailed notes and references, which are typically used by scholars to study and understand ancient records.
2. Kneeling Statue Holding Staff. From Tomb 216. PM II.1, p. 216; Bouchier, Egypt., II, 382; 380; 376, fig. 207.

(a) Base Right half. (→)
(b) Knee Joint Front.
(c) Chest Left half. (→)
(d) Shoulder Left. (→)
(e) Torso Left. (→)
(f) Abdomen Front. (→)
(g) Abdomen Left. (→)
(h) Abdomen Right. (→)
(i) Stele Left half. (→)
(j) Stele Right half. (→)
(k) Left hand. (→)
(l) Right hand. (→)
(m) Head Front. (→)

3. Limestone Lintel. PM II.1, p. 515; Bouchier, Egypt., II, 382; 380; 376, fig. 207.

(a) Lintel fragment. Paris, Bouchier, Egypt., II, p. 515; Bouchier, Egypt., II, p. 382; 376, fig. 207.
(b) Lintel fragment. Paris, Bouchier, Egypt., II, p. 515; Bouchier, Egypt., II, p. 382; 376, fig. 207.
(c) Lintel fragment. Paris, Bouchier, Egypt., II, p. 515; Bouchier, Egypt., II, p. 382; 376, fig. 207.
**Ramesses II, XXVIII, B.I.5**

Qaha Foremen Tomb 360. N. Stela

III, 599

---

I. Chief Workmen

B.I.4 Pashedu


B.I.5 Qaha

1. Theban Tomb № 360

F.M. 1, p. 124-5, Budge, Egyptian, 1924

---

Kneeling Galley

Open Cylinder 10

---

1: (E. O. 0 are added, 5 Dyn. 24).
5. Stela III BM 291. PH II 1 7 77 a; EMHT VIII 1 1 2 2 2.
   (i) Upper Register: "Ram of Amon, offerings, caused by Pharaoh 2.
   (ii) Lower Register: "Hetep Amenhat, Beerror, adored by 2 men.

6. Stela IV (Sunday's marker) D al-Madinah, "Son of King of K II".
   PH II 1 7 77 a; Brunton, Pauillet 1955-60; PP 1955-60; F 1955-60.

7. Stela V. Fragment on stone, found in room C. PH II 1 7 77 a; Brunton, Pauillet 1955-60; PP 1955-60; F 1955-60.

8. Statue-base for Pharaoh's father. PH II 1 7 77 a; Brunton, Pauillet 1955-60; PP 1955-60; F 1955-60.

9. Statue-base fragments. PH II 1 7 77 a; Brunton, Pauillet 1955-60; PP 1955-60; F 1955-60.
Stela in Fragments. Turin, N. 50144 (figs. 6046-6047, + 704-71-107).

Upper Register. Deity (?) + [Workshop]. All texts lost.

Lower Register. [Men]-, a donkey. (?) (possibly 1000) = 

[2] [1] [3] [4] | [5] [6] = 1 1 1 1 

[7] [8] [9] [10] | [11] [12] = 1 1 1 1 

[13] [14] [15] | [16] [17] = 1 1 1 1

[18] [19] [20] | [21] [22] = 1 1 1 1

[23] [24] [25] | [26] [27] = 1 1 1 1

In W. Skeaton Graffiti, No 539, Spyngeley, Ash. Tract. The Mummy
p. 18, No 589; Tappeh, El season in Egypt 1897, + 1. 18. 97

XXVII. II. Deities of Chief Weh-moet.

244. B. II.1. Neferen-moet (?) (9. Name 107).

Relief, Panel, Temple of Smoak. No. 18. PM 1-2, 739; Maspero, RT 1 (1919), 263.

At top: [Name] before Osiris; Amunis adored by man.


(ii) Cartouches between Osiris and Amunis.


(1) Lower Register, cartouches (𓊠𓊧), said by kneeling, Man.

(1) Man - 𓊠𓊧 (𓊠𓊧) - 𓊠𓊧 (𓊠𓊧)


(2) Upper Register. Group of Priests, stand by triumphal king (𓊠𓊧).

(2) 𓊠𓊧 (𓊠𓊧) - (𓊠𓊧) Lower Register, Man kneeling, adoring.


(3) Upper Register, [lost] (𓊠𓊧) Lower Register, Man receiving water from 𓊠𓊧:


(4) Upper Register. Ptah-Maat seated before offerings.

20. Stele XVI, Louvre E 16312 (Mr 141). P3, I, p. 687 (c), (d).

(5) Upper Register. Horus, Isis, Shed (𓊠𓊧), seated.

51: 𓊠𓊧 (𓊠𓊧) 27: This gods, as Roed of goddesses.
23. Stela XIX, DM 207.
Bouss. Recueil, DM 185-186, fig. 87.
(a) Left half of stele only; not later.
(b) Right half of stele only; not later.

24. Stela XX, BM 813.
Bouss. Recueil, DM 185-186, fig. 87.
Figure of seated god [Adonis or Sennet].

25. Stela XXI, BM 813.
Bouss. Recueil, DM 185-186, fig. 87.
"Red, lost."

Notes:
- Left half of stele only; not later.
- Right register only; not later.
32. Left lamb of Ramesses Pdr. DM 104. PM II 34 p. 694; Brugsch, Effemy.

33. Statue I. PM II 86. PM II 34 p. 696; Brugsch, Effemy. (1955-56) II, p. 198, fig. 182: 5.

34. Statue III. Leem-El 16:36 (p. 110) PM II 34 p. 697 (c); Brugsch, Effemy.

35. Statue III. Leem-El 16:36 (m. 110) PM II 34 p. 697 (c); Brugsch, Effemy.

36. Statue II. Leem-El 16:37 (m. 110) PM II 34 p. 697 (c); Brugsch, Effemy.
50. Model Text, naming P. D.: l̅l̅l̅l̅-l̅l̅l̅-l̅l̅l̅-l̅l̅l̅. Bruger, etc., p. 230.

51. Land of House-Site, Village [NE.121]. Pt1: 1370 B.C. Bruger,
Reprint, 1917 (1920) and 1926. P. 253, etc., 18, 164.

52. Appointment of Ramose as Tomb-Scribe. Year 5. O. Sa. 2454.


3.4.1 completed 10/12 (6). All in red ink, except as noted.

56. Letter to Ramesses. ODM 140

57. III-Theban Graffiti, no. 357. 704; Spiegelberg, O. Graffiti Totenbuch.

From references. Also under Vizier (Babylonian) & other sources.


15. I'hbaq Sen-Apet, 23. 726. Spiegelberg, 8. 175.

See also in Volume IV, Chapter SXXVIII.

247. B. III. 3. Huy, son of Thutmosis II.

1. I'hbaq Sen-Apet, 17. 172, Year 37. Montague, Metternich, 6. 175.

2. I'hbaq Sen-Apet, 17. 788 - 1005, Year 38. Spiegelberg, 8. 175.


2a. Name left unfinished.
1. Table of Offerings, Turin N. 22028. Ed. BIFAO 28 (1929), 195-6, pl. 11.
    1. Left Edge, Right Edge.

2. Deir el-Medina House 50 IV. Johns-Fragments.
    Budge, Report Staff, Pt. 1, 1929-30, p. 326/5, 63, 175.
    1. in Fragment.

3. Wooden Statuette of Tutankhamun, Turin 526. Pt. 1, P. 774, Budge,
    Description of the Objects, 1922, p. 98.

4. III. Berlin Graffiti No. 1047, 3535. Spiegelberg, Ag. Wrack,
    p. 89; Saidok, Graffiti, Mont. Thby. IV, p. 100.
[Image with handwritten text]
2. Stele II, BM 275  

(1) Upper Register.  

Kherwer (scribe) before offerings.  

(2) Lower Register.  

Men, kneeling, adoring.  

3. Stele III, Turin N.50036 (1589)  

(1) Upper Register.  

Kherwer (-), before offerings.
8. 9. Le Minor Fragments (Jewel, Tutankhamun...)

10. Letter from Nebes to Nebkhamun, ODM 558

11. Hellen Simplicity (8584, 8492, 1045, 1050)

12. XXVIII. VI. Sculptors

13. 252. B.V.I: Lyre

14. Stela, Louvre N 662

15. Queen Ahmose-Nefertari (+), offered by Menk...
Rameses II, XXVII, B.V.1: Ipuwy, Tomb 217
III, 660

   Davies, Melanges Napier, I, 1915, p. 248, pl. III, fig. 83.

253. B.V.2: Ipuwy

1. Theban Tomb 217. P.M. I, pp. 315-317; Davies, Taar
   Ramesside Tombs at Thebes, p. 33-76, pl. 21, 20-12; Cary, Brugsch,

(a) Entrance Passage, N. (Right) Side. Inscribed on Westment, behind Mant.

(b) Fragments of lintel from entrance. P.M. II, pl. 33, pl. 40-12.

(c) Inscribed in central solar disk, adhered on either side by Ipuwy.

May 3, 1903, and 3.6. May 13 (or 3). 6.6. Engraved to a Check "Ipuwy."
Rameses II, XVi. B.VII. Ith. - Scribe, Scribe, Scribe.


Possession of Men (c), gendre/handwriting +3 +2/3 men, in groups.

11:1, 6:4:2. 8th, 9th; 2-3.
(a) Offerings of the deceased: (i) Offering tray, (ii) Offering pot.

(b) Offerings of the living: (i) Offerings of the deceased, (ii) Offerings of the living.

(c) Seated couple: (i) Seated couple, (ii) Seated youth, (iii) Seated woman.

(d) Offerings of the deceased: (i) Offerings of the deceased, (ii) Offerings of the living.

(e) Seated couple: (i) Seated couple, (ii) Seated youth, (iii) Seated woman.
10a. Possibly (𓊗𓊓): 11a. One woman being without name.
256. B.V. 4. Aten


(a) E. (g. 2). Wall, N. G. PM 12, 765. Perl. 28, 1724.

Seated couple, with daughter (5) served by man (6).
(ii) Officers

(i) Officers

(b) N. Wall, Bottom Register. PM at (1). Paring et al., pp. 44-45.

W. Wall (left), N. Wall, Lower Register. $\text{PM}^2$ at (4). PM at (5).

Arms, Harbour, Amneris (?), Queen Ahmes-Nefertari, served by people, son (?).

(c) W. Wall (left), Niche. Stone. PM at (3). PM at (4). PM at (5).

(d) N. Wall, Top Register. Both Master worshipped by people. PM at (1). PM at (2). PM at (3).

Over Worshipper.
(i) Thebes, Nether-Osiris Amunemhet I, flanked by 2 Queens, Kong, p. 675.

(ii) Amunemhet I.

(iii) W. Wall (right), S. Ref. PM, at (g), Kong, p. 676, p. 26.

Followed by: W. Wall (left), S. Ref. PM, at (g), Kong, p. 677.

(iv) Thebes, Upper Register, PM, at (g), Kong, p. 678, p. 27.

(v) Thebes, Lower-Middle Register, PM, at (g), Kong, p. 679, p. 18: 8. 2.

Two Men offer to Seven seated Couples.

(i) Officers.

(ii) Couples.

(iii) Couples.

(iv) Couples.

(v) Couples.

(vi) Couples.

(vii) Couples.

(viii) Couples.

S. Wall, Bottom Register, PM, at (g), Kong, p. 18: 8. 1.

Basque; Man at Front with Gods; Couples seated; Man at rear.

(i) Men at rear.

(ii) Men at front.

Painted over panel.
(ii) 3rd couple: \[\text{unreadable symbols}\]
4th couple: \[\text{unreadable symbols}\]
5th couple: \[\text{unreadable symbols}\]
6th couple: \[\text{unreadable symbols}\]
7th couple: \[\text{unreadable symbols}\]
8th couple: \[\text{unreadable symbols}\]

9th couple: <wife's name omitted>

S. Wall. Wife Register. Pt. 2, by (3?); year, 149/8; B.C. 4.

[Further text in hieroglyphs]

Table of Offerings from Temple 4. Pt. 2, by (3?); year, 149/8; B.C. 4.
(a) Right Frame. - Temple of Amun.
(b) Left Frame.- Temple of Amun.
(c) Upper Register. - [Text].
(d) Lower Register. - Temple of Amun, text.
(e) Upper Register. - Temple, [text].
(f) Lower Register. - Temple, [text].

2. Register of Amenhotep. - Temple, [text].
3. Register. - Temple, [text].
4. Register of Amenhotep. - Temple, [text].

6. Temple, [text].
7. Temple, [text].
8. Temple, [text].
9. Temple, [text].
10. Temple, [text].

12. Temple, [text].
13. Temple, [text].
14. Temple, [text].
15. Temple, [text].
259. B.V.II: Nakhy

   (a) Upper Register: Horus (4) worshiped by Men (4).
   (b) Middle: 2
   (c) Lower Register: "Three men or" adoring offering...".

260. B.VII: Amanemope

1. Lid of (Rahotep) Box, PM IV 7, 720.
   "Bruger, Rahotep..."

2. Coffin lid, titled... PM IV 7, 720. "Bruger, Rahotep..."
261. B.VII.2: Amnon-one


2. Wooden Base for Woman's Statue. PM II, 652. Brugsch, Reprint, 1878-80, p. 79.


PM I, 1, p. 311; von Bissing, ZAS 68 (1932), pp. 58-59. Figure.

14': " THEME"
3. B.VII.6. Stela (Gf). Ennackh

1. [Blank]

2. [Blank]

26c. B.VII.6. Stelae (Gf). Ennackh

1. [Blank]

2. [Blank]

26d. B.VII.5. Beni-Arab (Gf). (Part lost)

1. Stela, Turin N 50135 (Sagheb 6150). PH II 2, p. 788, Jean-François; P. 184, 34.26

(a) Upper Register. (Elephant) sphinx (note by kneeling Man; without List.
(b) Lower Register. (human) tablet led by kneeling Man.
(c) List (note by kneeling Man)
(d) List (note by kneeling Man)
(e) List (note by kneeling Man)
(f) List (note by kneeling Man)
(g) List (note by kneeling Man)
(h) List (note by kneeling Man)
(i) List (note by kneeling Man)
Ramesside II, XVII, B. VII. I: Amenomia, Tomb 356

XXVIII. Workmen, Etc.

265. B. VIII. Amenomia

Theban Tombs No. 356. PT. I, p. 193; Bruyere, Papyrus 356 (1923).

(a) Vault A, Bandeau Text. Bruyere, quire B, p. 774, fig. 40.

(b) E. Side, Text. (ii) Lower Line. (i) Large, LAX.

(c) Vault B, Bandeau Text. Bruyere, quire B, p. 774, fig. 40.

(ii) Vault C, Reliefs in Ceiling Scenes (Haranite).

(i) N. Real (from E. 793), Temple adoring (Hamite). Bruyere, fig. 42 - p. 82.

(ii) S. Real (from E. 793), Temple adoring (Hamite). Ibid. p. 82 fig. 45.

(iii) Ceiling, Centre Line (Fig. 42 - 82).

21: Amount lost at line-ends is not certain.
   (a) Upper Part: Three Rivers-Become (w) of Anun, Nekh Khmay, one above the other.

266. B.VIII.2. Amonemhe.


268. B VIII. Amenrahat son of Wadwez (Text)

1. Theban Tomb No. 218

(b) Weighing Scene (Pt. (ii)).
(c) Chapel, W. Weld-Blundell. Pt. of (ii). B. 60.
(d) Itkhu, (ii), p. 55 or double papyrus.

(ii) Freley, Bier.

(vi) 2 Mummies.
269. B.VIII.5: Amenemhat son of Dedi.

1. **Stela**
   - *Turin*, M 50057
   - PM 7, p. 1308, Top-Row, Stela Description
   - PM 7, p. 228, 288.

Scene: **Cliff of Mountains, liberators above, two stelae**.

- **Left of Mountain at Right**: (i) **Before Stela**
- (ii) **Before Stela**


- **Upper Register**: [Seated Figure], opening, [from 235].
- **Lower Register**: Text - (as lines lost) (ii) **Right Hand Text**
- **Left Hand Text**
- **Rest of Line 4**

3. **Table of Offerings** *PM 480, PM 173*, PM 7, p. 655, Beddow, *Writing*, PM 7, PM 173, p. 75, PM 173, p. 75.

- **Right Hand Text**
- **Left Hand Text**

---

*Notes and Observations*

- [Handwritten notes and annotations related to the stela and its description.*]

   Surviving Text =  \[ \text{[Text in ancient Egyptian]} \]

14. Fragments of Stela (Rosetta Stone & Tomb 120). PM I, p. 373

16. Fragment from a Lower Register of Pith \( B \) (1922-23). PM I, p. 667; 8. 15.150, 30. 27; \( B \) 15.150, 30. 27, 8.
   Man with Beak. \[ \text{[Text in ancient Egyptian]} \]

27. B.VIII: Edraek
1. Stela I, DM, No. 175. PM I, p. 705.4, 8; Burgee, Reifft.
   PM I, p. 705.4, 8; Burgee, Reifft.

(a) Upper Register. [Text]
(b) Lower Register. [Text], adjoining with text.

2. Stela II, Burgee collection No. 1. PM I, p. 775.4 (a) & (b).

(a) Upper Register. [Text]
(b) Lower Register. [Text], adjoining with text.


(a) Right Jamb. [Text]
(b) Left Jamb. [Text]
277. B.VIII.13: Beniuy


(a) Chapel Left Wall
(i) Second (Lower Middle) Register, Left Wall. PM at (11) II, 1726, 1726, 1726, 1726, 1726, 1726, 1726, 1726.

Three Men (v) offer to Four Seated Figures (v).

(ii) Seated Figures: 1. [Drawing of seated figure]

(iii) Ditty Right Half. Five Men + Goyle [gry]. to Seated Figures

(iv) Seated Figures: Left; [Figures]

(v) Seated Goyle: [Figures]

(vi) Chapel Right Wall. PM at (2); mummy, 1726-1727.

Bottom Left Register: Pyramid Tomb Tombs. Mummies, bodies human.
(a) Ceiling 2 Panels - [unknown reference], p. 80, pl. 5 [a] - 14 [a].

(b) Inner Chapel (Niche), Right-hand Wall:  [reference], p. 173. 172.

(i) Bottom (1st Register [H]). Officers offered to by 2 Men.

(ii) Middle (2nd Register [H]): Three Kings offered to by 2 Men.

(iii) Top (3rd Register [H]): [unknown content].

(1) Office of Text of Vignette - [reference], p. 82. 2.

(1.1) Pincay's Pimel Vault: Bendaqet text fragment. [reference], p. 10. 24.

(1.2) [Large loss - very large loss - 111]
278. B.VIII.14: Penkhnai

1. Statue fragment. Brunner, Expedition 18, 35-43; Villers 2073, 24x51

Three men, standing. Below: (1)

279. B.VIII.15: Pen-khnum-Set

1. Theban Tomb 2322. Plt 1, 1: 377 +, Freytag-Brunn 1228, 50x57

(a) Chapel, Right (c) Main wall, Lower Register, Mt; 0.57, Judgment scene, Remember 2.

(b) Chapel, Ref. Vault, near entrance, Brunner, p. 52; Seated figure, +

2. Chapel, Front (a) Wall, W. Side. Two registers of figures. Mt: 0.3; B, p. 58

Woman (of couple), 2nd (middle) Register. (1)

3. Chapel, N. Side. Two registers of figures. Mt: 0.3; B, p. 57 and

...


5. Right Side.

6. Right.

7. Left Side.

8. Left.

9. Left.

10. Left.

11. Left.

12. Left.

13. Left.

14. Left.

15. Left.

16. Left.

17. Left.

18. Left.
280. B.VII.16: Pashedu son of Harsene


2. Plate from Tomb 339. Brugsch, Prz. Aegypt., pl. 18; fig. 17.

(Foot Tomb 339, see under Huy, Pashedu)

281. B.VII.17: Mahu


(a) Obverse. Amen, Mut, Mentawy, w, offered by a Man to.

(b) Rewards.

(c) Deities.

(d) Man.

282. B.VII.18: More (husband of Harsene)


(a) Brise of Right Foot: in Red.

(b) Right Hand: in Black.

283. B.VII.19: More (son of More, husband of Tejat?)


(a) Limonal. Brugsch, p. 86, fig. 57. Knowles, add-on, side 1.

(b) Right Sock, Text: in Red.

(c) Left Sock.

(d) Left Hand.

284. B.VII.20: More (son of More, husband of Tejat?)


(a) Limonal. Brugsch, p. 86, fig. 57. Knowles, add-on, side 2.

(b) Right Sock, Text: in Red.

(c) Left Sock.

(d) Left Hand.
284. B.XVII.20: Nekamontet.


   Hieratic: Frrded Tarmont ( = ) ; Montiu = golden-blt, tawy. (=)}
[No text content available]


297. B.VIII.36: Heron, son of Pake.


(a) Upper Register

(b) Lower Register

2. Letter of King, Turin N. 22038 (42 148, 6236) PM I, 17, 2, 2; Bouchier, Temple of Medinet Habu, p. 139-140, 255.

3. Letter of King, Turin N. 22038 (42 148, 6236) PM I, 17, 2, 2; Bouchier, Temple of Medinet Habu, p. 139-140, 255.

(b) Lower Register

3. Let of King, Turin N. 22038 (42 148, 6236) PM I, 17, 2, 2; Bouchier, Temple of Medinet Habu, p. 139-140, 255.

(c) Lower Register

3. Let of King, Turin N. 22038 (42 148, 6236) PM I, 17, 2, 2; Bouchier, Temple of Medinet Habu, p. 139-140, 255.

4. Letter of King, Turin N. 22038 (42 148, 6236) PM I, 17, 2, 2; Bouchier, Temple of Medinet Habu, p. 139-140, 255.

5. Letter of King, Turin N. 22038 (42 148, 6236) PM I, 17, 2, 2; Bouchier, Temple of Medinet Habu, p. 139-140, 255.

6. Letter of King, Turin N. 22038 (42 148, 6236) PM I, 17, 2, 2; Bouchier, Temple of Medinet Habu, p. 139-140, 255.

7. Letter of King, Turin N. 22038 (42 148, 6236) PM I, 17, 2, 2; Bouchier, Temple of Medinet Habu, p. 139-140, 255.
297 B.VIII.36: Kha-bekhnet

1. Hebrew Tomb No. 9  BM: II p. 15, 99; Brugsch, E.G.,
Résultat Chronologique et de l'Édifice, P. 11, 12; Brugsch, Tombe.

2. Pyramidion, BM: A 79  BM: II p. 15, 99; see also, Marder, Ancient
Monument, II, p. 22-27, etc.
Ramesse II, XXVIII, B, VIII, 34; Khekhnet, Tomb 2

III, 800

(1) Forecourt, Stele (27) of N. Sun. PH4 at C7. Drawing etc. Published 5, 57, 58,aguire, Thompson, 1937, 27.


(3) Details at Right. (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n) (o) (p) (q) (r) (s) (t) (u) (v) (w) (x) (y) (z)

(4) Details at Left. (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n) (o) (p) (q) (r) (s) (t) (u) (v) (w) (x) (y) (z)

(5) Entrance-Portico, Right thickness. PH6 at (a) n. Eng. c. Various, edn. 12, 1937.

(a) Upper Register. Then hands, anders Min. (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n) (o) (p) (q) (r) (s) (t) (u) (v) (w) (x) (y) (z)

(b) Lower Register. A couple, left to right. Minihennepi, edn. 12, 1937.

(c) Lower Register. A couple, left to right. Minihennepi, edn. 12, 1937.

(d) Lower Register. A couple, left to right. Minihennepi, edn. 12, 1937.

(e) Lower Register. A couple, left to right. Minihennepi, edn. 12, 1937.

(f) Lower Register. A couple, left to right. Minihennepi, edn. 12, 1937.

(g) Lower Register. A couple, left to right. Minihennepi, edn. 12, 1937.

(h) Lower Register. A couple, left to right. Minihennepi, edn. 12, 1937.

(i) Lower Register. A couple, left to right. Minihennepi, edn. 12, 1937.

(j) Lower Register. A couple, left to right. Minihennepi, edn. 12, 1937.

(k) Lower Register. A couple, left to right. Minihennepi, edn. 12, 1937.

(l) Lower Register. A couple, left to right. Minihennepi, edn. 12, 1937.
(4) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(5) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(6) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(7) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(8) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(9) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(10) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(11) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(12) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(13) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(14) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(15) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(16) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(17) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(18) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(19) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(20) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(21) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(22) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(23) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(24) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.


(26) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(27) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(28) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(29) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(30) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(31) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.


(33) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(34) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(35) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(36) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(37) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(38) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(39) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(40) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(41) Burial Vault, III Side. Frontal, Pt. of Eye, Tongue, etc., p. 35. J. Buried Tomb. 3rd, 4th, and 5th Dyn., p. 35.

(i) Image: Single-Headed Hilt, N. 12, below.

(ii) Single-Headed Hilt, N. 12, below.

(iii) Single-Headed Hilt, N. 12, below.


303. B. VIII. 60: Seba}

1. Papyrus, etc., p. 11-15, 17-22.
Rameses II, XVII, XVIII-XX, Kam, BM 328, 818

1. Stela IV, BM 328. PM I 1, 725, James BMH 7, p 34-53, pl 40.2

2. Stela III, BM 818, PM I 1, 725, James BMH 7, p 34-53, pl 40.2

3. Stela III, BM 328, PM I 2, 725, James BMH 7, p 41-43, pl 40.2

4. Upper Register: Goddess, offered to by King, followed by vejar and royal falcon-staff.

5. Upper Register: Vejar.

6. Lower Register: Two Men, standing, offering.

7. Other Fragment: Man, standing, offering.
306. B.VIII.43: "Tawaret"

Stele of Queen Ahmose-Nefertari. DD 1, p. 710; Bargfeldt, Reg. 2014. 220-2. 221, p. 104.

Chapel, South Side. (1) [Diagram or description]. (2) Behind Rock. (3) [Diagram or description].

(1) Below East Side. (2) Door Text. (3) Over East Side. (4) [Diagram or description].


307. B.VIII.44: "Tawa"

1. Stele, Turin, X 50039 (ed 1929), DD 1, p. 735; Tawaret, Stele II.

(1) Upper Register. (2) Lower Register, seated opposite each other.

(1) [Diagram or description]. (2) [Diagram or description].

(1) Lower Register. (2) Upper Register. (3) Lower Register. (4) Upper Register.
310. B.XVIII.47. That for niche.


(a) Chapel, Right-hand wall. Pl. 10, 55, 56. Chapel, sealed, found by them.

Interior - 

(b) Chapel, Rear Wall, South. Pls. 10, 14, 57, 74, 75, 76.

(c) Chapel, Rear Wall, Chapel. Brogate, Report XIII, p. 76.

(d) Chapel, wall facing. Brogate, Report XIII, p. 76.

(e) Chapel, wall facing, South. Brogate, Report XIII, p. 76.

(f) Chapel, rear facing, South. Brogate, Report XIII, p. 76.
Table of-offences, line 7. 43 / 44. 45 / 46. 47 / 48.


2. Pyramide, Sekem. P971; 90, 7, 24. 76. 216. 23. 11. 17. 34. 42.

4. [4th column, line 73]
Category XXIX. Miscellaneous.

311. XXIX. 1: [Fragment, Text]
-Guro, JE 28799
-Copy, K.A.K.

312. XXIX. 2: [Fragment, High Official, Memphis]
-Etrier, Memphis I, p. 10, pl. 26, fig.

313. XXIX. 3: [Fragment, Temple, Official, Memphis]
-Brussels, 4601

314. XXIX. 4: Stele: fragment of Patalasia

Freising in Bavaria, M 104. Widenschi, PESA 13 (1894) p. 31.

[Text not legible due to handwriting]

Addenda et Corrigenda.

315. III. 2: NAHRT-Min, chief-commander

5 Neferites Diorite Stela, Eyr 1, 637; Borheid Station and

(i) Dorkel Pillar (20-40 ft.);
(ii) Dorcal Pillar (40-50 ft.)

316. V. 8: Pater, Sonny, office of the Sels, Geryges.

1. Prague, MMA, 30.8.1957. Copy from tablet (11.5x11.76 cm, 2nd century BC, New York.

(i) Obverse: "God the king's heart on a stand, related by Menu..."

(ii) Reverse: "He who is..."

317. XI. 7: New B'hagy, chief of these royal service.


[Text not legible due to handwriting]
Ramesside Inscriptions
Historical and Biographical

By K. A. KITCHEN
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